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HISPANIC TRADITIONS AND IMPROVISATIONS
ON THE FRONTERA SEPTENTRIONAL
OF NEW SPAIN
OAKAH L. JONES, JR..

ONE OF THE FOREMOST social and philosophical movements of
Mexican history since the Revolution of 1910 has been the emphasis upon indigenismo, or the tradici6n indigenista in which
Amerind cultures prior to the arrival of Spaniards are depicted in
romantic, utopian terms. Historians too have become involved in
defending the Indian tradition or emphasizing the grandeur and
greatness of the accomplishments of Spain, the tradici6n hispanista.
While Mexican historians have generally praised the Indians
and have been highly critical of Spanish administration, Spaniards have defended the old order. The result of such extreme positions has added to the controversy between advocates of the
"leyenda negra" and those of the "leyenda blanca."1 Both viewpoints fail to recognize the other and are usually based upon
observations for nuclear Mexico, the Caribbean coast, or the
southern region of the Kingdom of New Spain. Less attention, except by some historians and anthropologists in the United States,
has been directed to a systematic study of the Hispanic tradition
on the frontera septentrional of New Spain. The preservation of
Spanish customs, modifications of traditions to meet local circumstances, and creation of new folk practices in frontier societies
serve to explain not only the origins of customs and the nature of
colonial life, but the development and preservation of centuriesold practices among the Hispanic settlers of the northern frontier.
The purpose of this study is to introduce and explain some social
and economic customs of the paisanos (countrymen) or pobladores
(settlers) who lived on this frontier in the eighteenth century. From
0028-6206/81 i 1000-03 33
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these practices one can determine the preservation of some original traditions from Spain and discover innovations and adaptations that these people made to fit conditions in this distant region.
Primary concern will not be with the transfer of obvious, wellknown institutions, such as language and religion, but with local
customs that reflect extension, preservation, and adaptation of the
Spanish heritage. Furthermore, this study treats only selected
practices evident in archival and published sources, mainly on the
north central frontier. It makes no attempt to be comprehensive
for the entire region or to include all the customs-such as games,
music, gambling, and dances-that the Hispanic population developed.
What constituted the frontera septentrional? In New Spain it
described the limits of Spanish expansion northward from Mexico
City and was always changing from the decade of the 1530s when
the Bajio and southern Sinaloa were initially occupied until 1821
when Mexico achieved its independence from Spain. In the eighteenth century, Spanish settlement reached Texas, Nuevo Santander (present Tamaulipas), Chihuahua (then part of Nueva Vizcaya), Pimeria Alta (northern Sonora and southern Arizona), and
Alta California, along with the continued occupation of New Mexico (begun in 1598). The zenith of this expansion occurred in
1790-1795 with the establishment of a temporary military post at
Santa Cruz de Nutka (Nootka Sound) on Vancouver y Quadra
Island in present British Columbia. 2 Thus, at the end of the eighteenth century effective colonization on the northern frontier extended through the modern Mexican states of Sonora, Chihuahua,
Tamaulipas, Coahuila, and Nuevo Leon, along with California,
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas in the present United States of
America. In this region there lived more than 400,000 persons of
Hispanic descent with more than 30,000 in New Mexico alone. 3
These settlers primarily carried on an agricultural-pastoral life,
although many artisans and some professionals were present.
Their lifestyle included many customs derived from Spain itself as
well as others developed locally. The celebration of religious and
secular occasions was evident on a Widespread scale. When Governor Felix Martinez of New Mexico, for example, prescribed the
methods for the proper observance of Corpus Christi Day at Santa
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Fe on 2 June 1716, he ordered that religious services be combined
with the assembly of the Pueblo Indians in the provincial capital
and instructed that both the vecinos (Spanish householders) and
Indians were to perform special dances. 4 Comandante-General
Teodoro de Croix of the Provincias Internas del Norte (an administrative division of New Spain created for the northernmost frontier) referred to the patronato real (royal patronage from the time
of Isabella Catolica) when he ordered that citizens under his
jurisdiction in 1780 commemorate Holy Week in the traditional
Spanish fashion because it had been done since "time immemorial."5 The collection of diezmos (tithes) from the inhabitants and
participation of settlers in the ceremonies honoring the birth,
death, or marriage of a member of the royal family were also occasions for special festivities, just as they were in the mother country.6
In New Mexico at least two local customs developed during the
eighteenth century from this Spanish practice of holding ceremonies to recognize special occasions. The first was a secular event
with religious overtones commemorating the anniversary of the
reconquest of the province by Diego de Vargas in 1693-1696. Evidently one of the wagons in the Vargas expedition of 1693 from EI
Paso del Norte carried a twenty-eight inch statue of Nuestra
Senora del Rosario that was present nearby during the Spanish
victory over the Pueblo Indians. 7 Vargas had earlier vowed to
build a special chapel for "his own favorite statue of Our Lady of
the Rosary, should he gain a quick victory, and also to hold a
yearly procession in her honor. ... "8 Some years after the battle of
Santa Fe, this statue became the focal point of an annual ceremony that continues to the present day. On 14 September 1712,
the members of the ayuntamiento (town council) of Santa Fe
prescribed that this annual event should include a Mass, sermon,
and procession bearing "Nuestra Senora del Rosario la Conquistadora" through the plaza, followed by an oath of loyalty to the king
and a fiesta to mark the anniversary of the reconquest. 9 A cofradia
(a lay brotherhood similar to those in Spain) was established to
maintain the small wooden statue and administer the special celebration each year. Fray Francisco Atanasio Do~inguez noted in
1776 that the image was in a small niche of the chapel of Our
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Lady of the Rosary and observed that some called her "La Conquistadora." According to Father Dominguez, she was about "a
vara tall" and was very old, although she had been recently
"retouched" and had "many fine adornments."lo A modern historian has concluded that New Mexican devotion to her was "Spanish in concept and feeling," Catholic to the core, expressing devotion to the Mother of God as "Our Lady of the Rosary" and the
"Lady-Conqueror" for ethnic reasons. II
A second local custom developed among the paisanos of New
Mexico was the celebration of Holy Week by penitentes in the Rio
Arriba region north of Santa Fe. Sometime during the period between the visits of Bishops Pedro Tamar6n y Romeral in 1760 and
Jose Antonio Laureano de Zubiria in 1833, these ceremonies were
begun by Spanish residents. 12 Whether they originated from the
Third Order of San Francisco,13 or the cofradia of "La Fraternidad Piadosa de Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareno,"14 is not certain,
but penitente customs were clearly not borrowed from nearby
Pueblo Indian practices. Instead, the Hispanic settlers formed a
lay religious organization, "a movement clearly within Spanish
Roman Catholic tradition,"ls in which the Lenten services and
ceremonies of the Hermanos de Luz represented a "genuine
Old-World survival."16 The practice of flagellation during Holy
Week descended from the Medieval period in Europe, and cofradias were common in Spain before the Americas were discovered. 17 Processions during Holy Week are reminiscent of those in
Sevilla,18 and the formation of confraternities or lay organizations
outside the usual clergy of the Catholic Church along with the use
of moradas (meeting houses) seems to present the survival of deep
religious devotion in a time when the church was unable to provide adequately for the needs of all settlers on the far-flung northern frontier.
Among other ceremonies widely practiced were those commemorating the anniversary of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, such as
the celebration at EI Paso del Norte (present Ciudad Juarez)19 and
even a one-time humorous Pueblo Indian attempt to imitate Spanish customs at Pecos pueblo, New Mexico, in mid-September
1760. Three months earlier during Bishop Tamar6n's visit there
he had confirmed 192 Indians, among whom was a carpenter
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named Agustin Guichi, who apparently studied the bishop's every
move. On 14 September, Guichi, garbed in vestments made from
local materials, rode an ass into the plaza of the pueblo, where he
blessed two rows of kneeling women. Then he seated himself and
confirmed the people by making the sign of the cross on each forehead and giving each person "a slap." Meals were served during
the three-day ceremony, tortillas were distributed for the "Communion," and "Bishop" Guichi said Mass and supervised the
afternoon dances. On the fourth day after he had returned to his
property near the pueblo, he was attacked by a bear and mortally
wounded. 20
Folk art and folk drama also illustrqted the survival of the
Hispanic tradition and the adaptation of Spanish customs to frontier conditions. The Iberian religious practice of having carved
images of the saints within churches and households was transmitted to the New World with the first settlers and ecclesiastical officials. On the northernmost frontier these images were scarce, particularly in the eighteenth century. Santos (religious carvings depicting the saints, Mother of God, and angels) consisted of bultos
(images in the round) and retablos (paintings or carvings usually
on a flat surface, such as a reredos, altar screen, or wooden tablet).21 In New Mexico the carving of wooden bultos and painting
of retablos seem to have originated because of the province's
geographical and cultural isolation "sometime during the third
quarter of the eighteenth centry" to meet the increased local demand. 22 Beginning as a local craft as early as 1753, santos were
later carved by itinerant santeros, who travelled from one village
to another. Fray Andres Garcia, a native of Puebla who lived in
New Mexico from 1748 to 1778, made altar screens, pulpits, railings, confessionals, and bultos in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Santa
Cruz de la Canada, and various Indian pueblos. 23 Bernardo Miera
y Pacheco, a Spaniard famous for his maps of eighteenth-century
New Mexico, first came to Santa Fe in 1756. From that time until
his death in 1785, he also carved a number of images for pueblo
churches at Nambe, San Felipe, Acoma, and Zufii, in addition to
chapels in the Spanish villages of Las Trampas and Santa Fe. 24
Pedro Antonio Fresquis was the first native-born santero; he resided at Las Truchas and made both altar screens and bultos, most
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of them in the nineteenth century during the "golden age" of the
art. 25 Although the massive white stone reredos given to the
Chapel of Our Lady of Light at Santa Fe by Governor Francisco
Marin del Valle in 1760 was apparently carved by Mexican
Indian craftsmen,26 the unknown "Eighteenth Century Novice
Painter" used oil paints for copies of canvases and retablos at
various places in the province. 27 All of these folk art developments
during the latter half of the eighteenth century depict the survival
of an Hispanic tradition and its adaptation to the frontier.
Furthermore, the continued presence of Iberian traditions was
evident in the local performances of religious and historical drama
among the settlers. The late Professor Arthur L. Campa has noted
that folk drama in the Spanish Southwest dates back to the religious drama of Medieval Spain. 28 The annual performance by paisanos of "La aparici6n" on the anniversary of the appearance of
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe (12 December) and the re-enactment of three plays associated with the birth of Christ- "Las
posadas," "Los pastores, " and "Los reyes magos"-were all part
of Hispanic culture in the late colonial period. 29 So too, was "Los
Comanches," an historical play of the last quarter of the same century. Usually performed in northern New Mexico, it was inspired
by two Spanish expeditions against the war-like Comanche Indians, including Governor Juan Bautista de Anza's campaign of
1779 against Cuerno Verde into what is today southern Colorado.
Written by an unknown participant, this pro-Spanish play depicted deteriorating trade relations between Spaniards and Comanches and ended with a battle in which the former charged
with the famous battle cry of "Santiago," defeating Cuerno Verde
and routing his followers. The play is an example of the Hispanic
custom of folk drama, adapted to local events, and reminiscent of
the sixteenth-century epic poem of La Araucana by Alonso Ercilla
y Zuniga. 30
During Lieutenant Zebulon Montgomery Pike's stay as a captive in New Mexico, Chihuahua, and Texas in 1807, he noted the
presence of many Spanish customs among the populace. These included the performance of bailes and fandangoes by the local
citizens for special occasions at Ojo Caliente, Chihuahua, and San
Antonio. 3) Pike also observed that the minuet was danced by the
upper classes, accompanied by guitars, violins, and singers. 32 He
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described the Spanish cities of Santa Fe, Chihuahua, and San Antonio, including their "public squares" (plazas), the public walk in
Chihuahua, the hospitality and generosity of the people, games
and betting, the daily meal routine, and traditional siesta from
two to four o'clock in the afternoon, and the enforcement of
nightly curfews by patrols of soldiers. 33 All of these customs were
reminiscent of Iberian traditions, and Pike specifically remarked
that the "small grated windows" he saw at Santo Domingo reminded him of those he had read about in the descriptions of Spain
by Dr. John Moore. 34
Lieutenant Pike further described some of the economic practices of the people on the northern frontier, many of which were
Spanish in origin. He observed that the residents of Santa Fe were
primarily "agriculturalists," an occupation that was considered
more "honorable" than being a mechanic. 35 Indeed, the majority
of settlers on the northernmost frontier raised crops and animals.
The Hispanic tradition was preserved in agricultural practices
originally employed in Spain. Among these were the construction
of aqueducts, as Pike noted at Chihuahua, and irrigation ditches
or canals (acequias) such as he sawall around Albuquerque. 36
These acequias were vital to the existence of a farming population
in a region of inadequate natural water supply. They are also reminders of irrigation practices in the mother country. In San Jose,
California (founded in 1777), building sites were selected along
the course of acequias, which were "the life of the town," furnishing water for garden plots and homes. 37 Southward in Los Angeles (founded in 1781) the original settlers dug irrigation ditches
to use the waters of the Rio Porciuncula primarily for raising
maize. 38
Acequias were evident in nearly every settlement in New Mexico
from Santa Cruz de la Canada to EI Paso del Norte. Water taken
from the Rio Santa Cruz and Rio Grande was used for irrigation at
Santa Cruz de la Canada, and Chimayo in northern New Mexico
was provided a "copious harvest."39 EI Rito de Santa Fe was used
at the provincial capital, but it was insufficient to meet the needs
of the settlers except during very rainy years. 40 The Chama River
supplied residents of Santa Rosa de Abiquiu,41 and the Rio Grande
at the villa of Albuquerque was channeled through "very wide,
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deep irrigation ditches, so much so that .
little beam bridges
[were necessary] to cross them."42 Bishop Tamaron described the
large irrigation ditch (acequia madre) from the Rio Grande at EI
Paso del Norte in 1760 and noted that it was subdivided into
canals that "run through broad plains, irrigating them," and
enabling the residents there to grow grapes, wheat, maize, and
fruit trees, such as apples, peaches, and figs. 43 As in Spain, these
acequias were also the source of many disputes over irrigation
rights, petitions to open new ditches, and detailed regulations concerning the use of water. 44
Trade and co.mmerce among the provinces of the northern frontier and with the Indians also reflected the survival of Spanish
customs, one of which was the feria (annual fair). Just as regular
fairs or markets had been held in most cities and towns in the
Iberian Peninsula for centuries and annual trade fairs were established early in the New World at Nombre de Dios and Portobelo in
Panama, Jalapa in New Spain, and Cartagena in Nueva Granada,
so too were they begun on the frontier. All these fairs sought to
develop local trade, promote the growth of crops and local industries, and provide for increased interchange of products with
Spain or within the provinces. However, trade in general and fairs
in particular were usually controlled by Spanish merchants, royal
authorities, and consulados, or merchant guilds, all of whom regulated the conditions under which they were conducted.
The city of Chihuahua (founded in 1705 and officially chartered as a ciudad in 1718) was a major trading center for the
northern frontier. Merchants such as Juan Joseph Aramburu and
Francisco de Guizarnotegui 45 even gained control over the commerce of New Mexico by the middle of the eighteenth century
when they attended the Taos fair every July or August to procure
trade goods from the Comanche Indians that could be marketed in
southern regions of New Spain. Caravans left New Mexico in November so that they could arrive in Chihuahua in time for the annual fair there in January. 46 Among the principal products exchanged at the fair were sheep, hides, pinon nuts, Indian blankets,
salt, and wine from EI Paso del Norte, all of which merchants
brought from New Mexico to exchange for ironware (tools and
arms), domestic and imported fabrics, boots, shoes, clothes, sugar,
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chocolate, tobacco, liquor, paper, ink, and a few books from the
other parts of New Spain or the mother country.47 This trade was
usually conducted by a barter system 48 and was "tax free" for the
duration of the fair. It was concentrated in booths around the
Plaza de Armas and a smaller plaza near the old Jesuit college. 49
The annual fair was also the occasion for bullfights, fireworks,
dances, and strolling musicians. 50
Other important fairs were held on the frontier. Saltillo, Coahuila, the "emporium and storehouse of the northeastern provinces," staged its trading period in September of each year. 51 In
Nueva Vizcaya fairs were held at San Bartolome, near Parral,
every December,52 and later in the colonial era at San Juan del Rio
in the Durango jurisdiction during mid-November. The express
purpose of the fair at San Juan del Rio was to facilitate "the commerce of the Provincias Internas and the growth of industry of the
inhabitants" in the region. 53
In New Mexico trade with the indios bdrbaros began early in the
eighteenth century and centered at three fairs held at Taos and
Pecos pueblos for the Comanches and at the genizaro settlement of
Abiquiu for the Utes. The Taos summer fair dominated the trade
for most of the century. There, according to Fray Pedro Serrano,
"when the Indian trading embassy comes to these governors and
their alcaldes . .. all prudence forsakes them ... because the fleet
is in. The fleet being in this case, some two hundred, or at the very
least, fifty tents of barbarous Indians. . . ."54 Bishop Tamar6n
noted that there were seventy Comanche tents pitched at Taos in
1760 and that no money changed hands, only products. The Comanches bartered buffalo hides, meat, horses, and some Indian
captives in exchange for food and European goods, usually knives
and cooking utensils. 55 Prices were set by New Mexican governors
as early as 1751, and Governor Anza regularized the trade by providing that it be conducted in the intermediate area between two
separate camps of Comanches and Spaniards. 56 Father Dominguez reported that "the trading day resembles a second-hand
market in Mexico, the way people mill about."51 At Pecos the fair
with the Comanches was held at the end of February,58 and at Abiquiu, where the Utes brought deer skins to exchange for horses and
knives, in late October and early November. 59
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These fairs have been given extended treatment here to illustrate
the establishment of a Spanish custom and its adaptation to local
circumstances on the far northern frontier. They also. served to
transmit European practices to the Indians as exemplified by the
case of Governor Anza in 1786 when he accepted guardianship of
Comanche chieftain Ecueracapa's son to learn the Spanish language and customs. 60 Comandante-General Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola in 1788 further stated that to encourage New Mexico trade
with Chihuahua and to foster the growth of local industries efforts
should be made to establish an obraje (factory) there to develop
the weaving industry. In addition, he urged that premios (rewards)
be offered in the manner done by the "Sociedades Econ6micas de
Espana," and that New Mexicans engaged in this trade should be
exempt from the payment of normal alcabalas (sales taxes) for a
period of ten years. 61
As the late Arthur L. Campa recently noted, "local improvisations became in time part of the body of regional customs" of the
Spanish-speaking inhabitants of New Spain's northern frontier.
Folkways were explained as ula costumbre de nuestra gente. "62
Sometimes these customs were offensive to other residents in the
region, for example, after 1731 in the villa of San Fernando de
Bexar (modern San Antonio, Texas) with the arrival of settlers
from the Canary Islands. Their arrogance, clannishness, desire to
monopolize the best lands, reluctance to perform manual labor,
and insistence upon being treated as hi~algos, set the isleiios apart
from the other Hispanic inhabitants of the San Antonio area,
thereby causing resentment, hostility, and clashes for the next half
century. 63
Social and economic practices of the Spanish residents of the
northern frontier in the eighteenth century were a combination of
Old World customs and New World improvisations. Yet, even the
innovations of La Conquistadora, penitente rites, santeros, folk
dramas, acequias, and ferias, although adapted to local circumstances, were based upon earlier Hispanic practices. Just as religion in the Spanish kingdoms was syncretic by nature, so too were
Spanish customs the union of Iberian and American traditions.
Culture, as generally defined by anthropologists, is the learned
patterns of thought and behavior. Customs are an integral part of
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that culture. Whether they were historically accurate or not, these
practices of the folk, the paisanos or pobladores, living on the
northernmost frontier had their basis in Hispanic tradition. Even
the adaptations in time became a part of that body of beliefs and
practices viewed then as now as "the custom of our people."
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CONFERENCE NEWS
The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its 1982 Annual Conference in Santa Fe, 15-18 April. For further information regarding submission of papers, please contact Program Committee Chairman, Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 5819, Santa Fe, New Mexico
87501.
The New Mexico Association of Museums will hold a joint conference
with the museums of Chihuahua, Mexico. The meeting will take place in
Juarez at the Museo de Arte e Historia in the spring of 1982. For additional information, please contact New Mexico Association of Museums,
P.O. Box 5746, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502.
The third annual State History Day, sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities, University of New Mexico, Public Service
Company of New Mexico, and Digital will be held April 1982. The national contest in June will take place in Washington, D.C. Students in
grades six through twelve may participate. This year's theme will be
"Trade and Industry in History," and there will also be an open category
for non-theme entries. Contact Dr. Lynette K. Oshima, State Coordinator, Mesa Vista 3066, UNM, 87131, or phone 277-4326 for more information.

NEW MEXICO COMMITTEE
FOR THE PROMOTION OF HISTORY
Recently a group of historians active in a variety of fields of history
met to discuss some of the major problems facing the profession. To help
resolve these problems, they decided to form the New Mexico Committee
for the Promotion of History. The Committee will serve as a public interest group representing the concerns of historians and historical organizations throughout the state, as well as those of other disciplines who
utilize the services of professional historians. For more information,
please contact Dr. Stanley M. Hordes, Department of History, University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, or call him at (505)
766-3724 or 266-2352.

ADDITIONAL HISPANIC VERSIONS
OF THE SPANISH RELIGIOUS BALLAD
«POR EL RASTRO DE LA SANGRE"
J. MANUEL ESPINOSA'

THIS PAPER HAS A TWO-FOLD PURPOSE: to furnish further evidence of the vitality and persistence of Spanish tradition in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado and to call the attention
of folklorists to the recent documentation, in another part of the
Hispanic world, of versions of the Spanish religious ballad, "Por el
rastro de la sangre," which is so well known in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado.
Traditional Spanish folk literature is an important part of
Spain's cultural legacy in America. This folk literature was
brought to the New World by the first Spanish conquistadores and
settlers in the early sixteenth century. As the Spanish empire expanded in America, Spanish settlers carried with them the folklore
of Spain. With the conquest and settlement of New Mexico in
1598, what is now northern New Mexico and southern Colorado
became a coheir of the cultural heritage of Old Spain. The region
remained relatively isolated as a frontier province of Spain in
western North America until the beginning of the nineteenth century. Many of the old Spanish families that reside there to this day
trace their roots and culture to the Spanish-speaking world of the
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Spanish folk literature is preserved in the oral tradition of the region in ballads and
a variety of other poetic compositions, folktales, anecdotes, sayings, proverbs, riddles, and folk drama. The extensive collections
of these materials from northern New Mexico and southern Colorado that have been published, beginning with the pioneer studies
of Aurelio M. Espinosa, represent one of the most interesting and
archaic survivals of Spanish folk literature collected from oral
tradition anywhere in the Spanish-speaking world.
0028-6206/81/1000-0349 $1.90
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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The most artistic form of folk literature preserved in the
Spanish-speaking world is the traditional Spanish ballad (romance
tradicional). The oldest Spanish ballads were fragments of heroic
poems, the favorite parts of epic poems that date from the tenth to
the twelfth centuries. These ballads speak of the deeds of heroic
knights who contributed to the beginnings of a national Spanish
spirit. The creative period of the Spanish ballad tradition extended
to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Golden Age of arts
and letters in Spain and the era of Spanish conquest and settlement
in America. At that time, the secular novelesque ballads and the
religious ballads became the most popular, at all levels of society,
and this was evident in the transmission of Spanish ballads to the
New World. The ballad tradition of Spain is the richest ever
known. Traditional Spanish ballads have inspired Spain's greatest
dramatists and poets, as well as those of other countries, from the
era of Spain's Golden Age to this day.
The religious ballads preserved in oral tradition throughout the
Spanish-speaking world express, often in deeply emotional language, the religious spirit of the Spanish people that characterized
the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries when religious
unity pervaded Spain and its far-flung overseas possessions. In
northern New Mexico and southern Colorado these traditional
Spanish religious ballads are referred to as alabados and oraciones. Two major works have been published on the subject: Juan
B. RaeI's The New Mexican Alabado (1951) and Aurelio M.
Espinosa's Romancero de Nuevo Mejico (1953}.1 Espinosa's study
contains 248 versions, and a few fragments, of ninety Spanish
ballads of all types from New Mexico and Colorado, including
ninety versions of thirty religious ballads. Rael's work, which is
devoted exclusively to the religious ballads and hymns (alabados),
contains eighty-nine different religious ballads and alabados.
In his study Rael states:
The alabado, or religious hymn, in spite of being a genre of
Spanish folklore abundant in New Mexico and southern Colorado,
has attracted the attention of the folklorist very little.... Studies of
the popular poetry of the region occasionally include ballads taken
from alabado collections, but these isolated ballads have been
studied merely as examples of traditional poetry rather than as a
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folk expression of religious sentiment or as a part of the ceremonies
of a religious group. 2

Those primarily responsible for the preservation of traditional
Spanish religious ballads and hymns in the region today are the
members of the lay Catholic religious brotherhood called "La
Sociedad de Nuestro Padre Jesus Nazareno," known as the Penitentes. This religious society (cofradia) has chapters that still flourish in the older Spanish settlements of northern New Mexico and
southern Colorado. The members of the group are a continuation,
or more correctly, a survival, of a lay religious brotherhood originating with the Third Order of the Franciscans, and introduced
into New Mexico from Spain, via New Spain (Mexico), with the
first Spanish Franciscan friars, conquistadores, and settlers in
New Mexico in 1598. 3
Most of the old Spanish religious ballads still known by Spanishspeaking residents of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado are those that have been preserved as a part of their religious
ceremonies. They have been preserved in two ways: in the memory
of the Penitentes and in their handwritten collections of alabados,
recopied and handed down from generation to generation. This
Catholic lay brotherhood helped keep alive the Catholic faith in
late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century New Mexico at a
time when the Catholic Church in this isolated frontier area was
neglected and harassed, first by the anticlerical government of the
Mexican Republic, which left the people without a clergy adequate to minister to their needs, and then during the early decades
of the occupation by the United States. The Penitentes kept alive,
in their way, the religious faith instilled in them by the Franciscan
friars after the conquest and settlement of the region nearly 400
years ago.
In 1893, Charles F. Lummis, who helped to popularize the romance of the Spanish Southwest among readers "back east,"
wrote that the old Spanish ballads as a genre of Spanish folk Jiterature were not to be found in New Mexico. What a treasure of old
Spanish folk literature he missed completely! He also wrote at that
time, as an awe-struck New Englander, that the Penitentes were
practicallyextinct!4
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In many of the small Spanish-speaking towns and settlements of
this region, the Penitentes have also contributed to the preservation of religious music, the melodies in which the alabados are
sung, and to the local religious art of the region through the religious images and paintings kept in their moradas (ceremonial
chapels), which adjoin or are located nearby the old Catholic
parish churches. 5
Some of the most beautiful Spanish religious ballads preserved
in the oral tradition of the region are those relating to the Passion
of Christ. This paper deals with perhaps the oldest and most beautiful ballad about the Passion preserved in the Spanish folk tradition of America, the one that begins with the verse "Por el rastro
de la sangre." This ballad presents in verse a vivid account of the
Gospel story of the Virgin Mary following the Way of the Cross to
Calvary. The oldest known version of the ballad is published in
Juan Lopez de Ubeda's Vergel de flores divinas, printed in Alcala
de Henares in 1582. The ballad, as published by Obeda, is reproduced in Justo de Sancha's Romancero y cancionero sagrados,
printed in Madrid in 1855. 6 This ballad, first transmitted to
America from Spain in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century, is a favorite one among the ballads on the Passion preserved
in the memory of the Penitentes and in their handwritten collections. Versions of the ballad may be found in many of the manuscripts that contain the alabados of the Penitentes. The ballads are
usually collected in ordinary notebooks (cuadernos). The handwritten versions are copied in short lines, or ballad half-lines, if
the sixteen-syllable verse is to be considered as the real ballad
verse. These manuscripts, copied by hand from generation to generation by the Penitentes, represent a popular form of written
record that has given the alabados a truly personal form of literary
and spirit~al expression. Thus the New Mexico and Colorado versions have attained a special form and development-the result of
local expression over the years-and they differ in some respects
from the versions that have been collected in other parts of the
Spanish-speaking world.
The ballad "Por el rastro de la sangre" is sung by the Penitentes
during the Lenten season, especially during Holy Week, in their
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religious exercises in their moradas, and when they go in procession or in small groups from the moradas to commemorate the
Way to Calvary. It is sung, along with other alabados relating to
the Passion, during the exercise or ceremony of Las Tinieblas, on
the evening of Holy Thursday, both in the moradas of the Penitentes, and until recently in the parish churches of some of the Spanish communities in the region. The ballad is also among those sung
by the Penitentes at velorios for deceased members of the brotherhood. 7
The first New Mexican version to be published was collected by
Barbara Freire-Marreco in 1913 and published with comparative
notes by Aurelio M. Espinosa in 1916. Freire-Marreco had copied
the ballad from a handwritten cuaderno containing alabados that
was in the possession of a New Mexican woman of the village of
Guchupange, near the Indian pueblo of Santa Clara. s In 1917, A.
Espinosa compared this version with one he collected in Taos in .
1916. 9 In 1926, 1929, and 1931, A. Espinosa again cited the Taos
version in separate studies. 10 In 1932, A. Espinosa published another version along with other ballads recited to him by Pueblo Indians at Isleta, Santa Clara, and San Juan. 1I In 1952, he reproduced and analyzed this version, recited to him by Jose Benito
Abeyta of San Juan pueblo in 1931, in a separate article. 12 All of
these versions were subsequently included in Romancero de Nuevo
Mijico, which contains eleven versions and three short fragments
of "Por el rastro de la sangre," thirteen from northern New Mexico and one from southern Colorado. 13 In 1933 and 1946, Arthur
L. Campa published two versions, one from Ranchos de Taos, the
other from Los Tres Ojitos, New Mexico. 14 Rael's book contains
two versions of "Por el rastro de la sangre" he collected in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico; in the same work he refers to four other versions, two he collected in southern Colorado,
and two from northern New Mexico. IS In 1953, Aurora LuceroWhite Lea published a version of the ballad that she had copied
from a Penitente manuscript in 1927. 16 In 1980, John Donald
Robb published a version he collected in Tierra Azul, New Mexico, in 1948. 17
The typical versions of the ballad under discussion begin with
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the verse "Por el rastra de la sangre." Other versions begin with
in the region commences, "V iernes, viernes de la luz." A. Espinosa and Rael published four almost identical versions of this variant from northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. 18
Two versions of the ballad "Por el rastra de la sangre" and two
versions of "Viernes, viernes de la luz" from the collections of
A. Espinosa and Rael are cited here as outstanding examples of
the ballad that have been collected in northern New Mexico and
southern Colorado.

1. Por el rastro de la sangre
que Jesucristo redama,
camina la Virgen pura
en una fresca manana.

Along the trail of blood
By Jesus shed, our Christ and Sire,
Went Mary, Mother of Our Lord,
Upon a morning dire.

2. De tan de manana que era
a la hora que caminaba,
las campanas de Belen
solas tocaban el alba.

So early was that morning hour
When Mary walked forlorn,
Only the bells of Bethlehem
Were heralding the dawn.

3. Encuentra a San Juan Bautista
y de esta manera Ie habla:
"dNo me has visto por aqui
al Hijo de mis entranas?"

St. John the Baptist there she met
And thus to him did say:
"Oh! Have you seen my precious Son
Pass by this grievous way?"

4. "Por aqui paso, senora,
antes que el gallo cantara;
cinco mil azotes lleva
en sus sagradas espaldas.

"Aye, that I have, oh, Mary mild,
Ere cock had roused the day,
And on His sacred shoulders
Five thousand lashes lay.

S. "Con una cruz en sus hombros
de madera muy pesada;
como el madero era verde,
cada paso arrodillaba.

"A cross was on His shoulders
Of heavy, heavy wood;
The wood was green, at every step
He stumbled where He stood.

6. "Una soga a la garganta
que mas que cien iiudos daba;
alii estaba una mujer,
Veronica se llamaba.

"A rope about His neck there was
A hundred knots and more;
A woman there was with Him,
Her name, Veronica.

7. "Lleva un clarin por delante
publicando el padecer,
una corona de espinas
de juncos marinos es.

"A trumpet went before
Announcing the Passion,
There is a crown of thorns
Of sea rushes.
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8. "Tres clavos lIeva en sus manos,
con los que ha de ser clavado;
corona de espinas lleva,
con que ha de ser coronado. "

"Three nails to crucify Our Lord
Within His Hands are found,
He carries too a crown of thorns
With which He will be crowned."

9. Cuando la Virgen oyo esto,
cayo en tierra desmayada;
San Juan, como buen sobrino,
procuraba levantarla.

When this the Holy Virgin heard
She fell down in dismay;
The good St. John then tenderly
Raised her from where she lay.

10. "Levantate, tia mia,
ya no es tiempo de tardanza,
que alli en el Monte Calva rio,
tristes trompetas sonaban."

"Arise, sweet Mary, do not wait,
Arise now from the ground,
For yonder on Mount Calvary
The mournful trumpets sound."

II. jAy, Jesus, mi Padre amado,
que por mi estas de esta suerte,
haz que nos valga la muerte
para redimir el pecado!

Oh, Jesus, Father dearly beloved
Suffering thus for me,
Oh, may thy death redeem our sins
For all Eternity.

12. Quien esta oraci6n cantare,
todos los viernes del afio,
saca una anima de penas
y la suya del pecado.

He who recites this prayer
Each Friday through the year,
From purgatory saves a soul
And his own soul from sin.

13. EI que sabe y no la ensefia,
el que la oiga y no la aprende,
el dia del juicio sabra
10 que esta oraci6n contiene.

He who knows it and does not teach it,
He who hears it and does not learn it,
Will on the great Judgment Day
Know the meaning of this prayer.

14. Madre mia de Guadalupe,
Madre de consolaci6n,
Sefiora de los Dolores,
yo te ofrezco esta oraci6n.

To thee, Oh, Mother of Guadalupe,
To thee, Oh, Mother of Consolation,
To thee, Our Lady of Sorrow,
This prayer I offer.

(Manassa, Colorado. Collected by Juan B. Rae!.)'9
Por el rastro de la sangre-que Jesucristo derrama
camina la Virgen Pura-en una fresca mafiana.
Como era tan de mafiana-Ia hora en que caminaba,
las campanas de Belen-todas tocaban el alba.
Se ha encontrado con San Juan-y de esta manera Ie habla:
-c'.No me has visto por aqui-al Hijo de mis entrafias?
-Por aqui pas6, Sefiora,-antes que el gallo cantara;
cinco mil azotes lleva-en sus sagradas espaldas;
con disciplina de alambre-sus verdugos Ie azotaban.
Lleva una soga arrastrando-de los pies a la garganta;
cada estiron que Ie daban,-mi Jesus se arrodillaba.
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Una cruz lleva en sus hom bros-de madera muy pesada;
una corona de espinas-que sus sienes traspasaban.
Tres c1avos lleva en sus manos-con que ha de ser enclavado;
un martillo, unas tenazas,-con que ha de ser remachado.
Luego que oy6 esto la Virgen,-cay6 al suelo desmayada;
San Juan, como buen sobrino,-luego acude a levantarla.
-Levantate, tia mia,-que no es tiempo de tardanza;
vamos al Monte Calvario,-donde esta la cruz de estancia.
Caminemos, caminemos,-para llegar al Calvario:
por mucho que caminemos,-ya Ie habran crucificado.
San Juan y la Madalena-se la llevan de la mano.
(Cochiti, New Mexico. Collected by Aurelio M. Espinosa.)2.

I. Viernes, viernes de la luz
cuando Cristo caminaba
por la calle de la Amargura,
tres Marias 10 llaraban.

6. "Lleva una cruz en sus hombros,
de madera muy pesada,
tres c1avos lleva en sus manos
con los que ha de ser c1avado.

2. Una era Magdalena,
y la otra, Marta, su hermana,
y la otra, La Virgen pura,
la que mas dolor pasaba.

7. "Cinco mil azotes lleva
en sus sagradas espaldas,
Ileva una cruz en el hombro
y una soga en su garganta."

3. Lleva un c1arin por delante,
publicando el padecer,
y una muy ronca trompeta
para su afrenta tambien.

8. La Virgen de que esto oy6
cay6 en tierra desmayada;
San Juan como buen sobrino
luego acudi6 a levantarla.

4. Cam ina la Virgen pura
en una fresca manana;
top6 con San Juan Bautista,
y de esta manera Ie habla:

9. "Levantese, tia mia,
que no es tiempo de tardanza,
que en el Calva rio sangriento,
roncas trompetas sonaban."

5. "c',No me has visto par aqui
al Hijo de mis entranas?"
"Por aqui pas6, senora,
antes que el gallo cantara.

10. Pero dichosos de aqueJlos
que muy bien se confesaran
y que en la hostia consagrada
al mismo Cristo tomaran.

(Cerro, New Mexico. Collected by Juan B. Rae!.)21

Viernes, Viernes de la Luz,-cuando Cristo caminaba
por la Calle de la Amargura;-tres Marias 10 lloraban;
una era la Madalena-y la otra Marta, su hermana;
la otra era la Virgen Pura,-la que mas dolor pasaba.
Lleva un c1arin por delante,-publicando el padecer,
y una ronca trompeta,-para su afrenta tambien.
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Camina la Virgen Pura,-en una fresca manana;
se ha topado con San Juan-y de esta manera Ie habla;
-dNo me has visto por aqui-al Hijo de mis entranas?
-Por aqui pas6, Senora,~antesque eI galla cantara;
lleva una cruz en sus hombros-de madera muy pesada;
tres clavos \leva en sus manos-con los que ha de ser clavado.
Cinco mil azotes lleva-en sus sagradas espaldas;
lleva una cruz en el hombro-y una soga en su garganta.
La Virgen, de que esto oy6,-cay6 en tierra desmayada;
San Juan, como buen sobrino,-luego acudi6 a levantarla.
-Levantese, tia mia,-que no es tiempo de tardanza,
que en el Calvario sangriento-roncas trompetas sonaban.
Pero dichosos de aquellos
que muy bien se confesaron,
y que en la hostia consagrada
'al mismo Cristo tomaron.
(Manassa, Colorado. Collected by Aurelio M. Espinosa.)22

On 3 July 1979, on a visit to Pena Blanca, New Mexico, I found
another version of the ballad "Por el rastro de la sangre," in this
case beginning with the verse "Por el rastro de la cruz." It is included in one of the Penitente manuscripts in the morada at Pena
Blanca, which an old friend, who is a member of the Brotherhood,
showed to me. The well-thumbed, black-covered notebook that
contains this version includes ninety-one alabados. I was shown
three other handwritten collections, each containing fifty to sixty
alabados, but none of these included the ballad "Por el rastro de la
sangre." The version presented below is exactly as it is written in
the notebook, including its imperfections in punctuation, spelling,
and versification. To my knowledge, the version I found is the first
one brought to light from Pena Blanca. It illustrates the ballads
tha t may be found to this day in Penitente manuscripts-some
more correctly copied from older manuscripts or from narrators
than others. The second stanza in this version, for example, is from
a different ballad about the lost Christ Child who was found in the
temple.
I. Por EI Rastro De la Cruz
que Jesucristo \lebaba
Camina la Bigen Pura
En una fresca manana

2. Jesucristo se a Perdido
Maria 10 anda Buscando
No a Pasado Por aqui
Una Estrella Relumando

An oil painting on tin of the Virgin Mary mourning over the dead body of Christ.
Courtesy of author.
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3. Como Era tan De manana
En la Hora que caminaba
las canpanas De Belen
Sol as se tocan EI alba

4. Por aqui Paso Senora
Dos horas antes Del alba
lleba una tunica Blanca
que De Sangre coloriaba

5. Hincuetra a San Juan Bautista
De Esta manera la abla
no me a Visto Pasar aqui
al hijo de mis Entranas

6. Par aqui Paso Senora
antes que EI Gallo cantara
Sinco mil asotez lleba
En Sus Sagradas Espaldas

7. lleba una soga arrastrando
De los Pies a la garganta
lleba una Cruz muy Pesada
De Rodillas Ie lebanta

8. Luego que oyo Esto la Virgen
callo en tierra desmayada
San Juan como buen Sobrino
luego acudio alebantarla

9. Lebantate tia mia que
no Es tiempo de tardanza
Bamos al monte calbario
Donde Esta la Estancia

10. Caminemos caminemos
Para llegar al calbario
De tanto que caminamos
lla 10 Van crusificando

11. una Corona De Espinas
con que a De Ser Coronado
Pues ya Viene traspasando
De Veas cienes Dibinas

12. San Juan y la Magdalena
10 agarran de la mana
San Juan Ie Para la sangre
Del Santisimo Costado

13. Una Cruz tray en sus hombros
De Madera muy Pesada
Sestro En las manos
con que a de ser asotado

14. una Soga en la garganta
que lleba umilde amargura
Cada estiron que Ie daban
mi Jesus la Rodilla incaba

15. tres Clabos traia En sus manos
con que el a de ser Clabado
un martillo y unas tenazas
Con que a de ser Remachado

16. toquen la Ronca tropetas
y EI destemplado tambor
Pongase luto la Virgen
que a muerto mi Redentor

17. Esta la madre de Dios
al Pie de la cruz Parada
lipiandole EI Rostra a Cristo
En Su Pena quedo estampada

18. Una Era Magdalena
otra Era Marta su Ermana
otra Era la Virgen Pura
la que mas dolor llebaba

19. Satisima trenidad
Dios trino fiel Berdadero
yo adoro y te Venero con
tran Profunda umildad

20. al hombre de dias licencia
que alaben en Su memoria
Son cuareta indolujencia
que mi dios tiene en su gloria

21. EI que este alabado Rese
todas los Viernes del ano
Saca una anima de Penas
y la suya de Pecado

22. Alabado Sean las horas
la que Cristo Padesio
Por libranos de las culpas
Bendita Sea Su Pasion

.'

~

..
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23. Amen Jesus Por que acabo
Amen su Santa Pasion
Amen Corona de Espinas
Amen su Santa Pacion
(Pena Blanca, New Mexico. Collected by J. Manuel Espinosa.)

As the above examples show, the numerous versions of this old
Spanish ballad still recited in the region vary in language, contain
identical or nearly identical verses in different sequence, and the
ballad assonance is sometimes lost or changed. For the most part,
however, all faithfully follow the traditional Spanish ballad metre
and assonance-in itself a remarkable phenomenon after so many
centuries of transmission, largely by word of mouth, from one generation to another. 23
In their comparative studies of this Spanish religious ballad,
Aurelio M. Espinosa and Juan B. Rael studied documented oral
versions from Spain and Portugal, as well as from such widely separated parts of Hispanic America as Mexico, Chile, Argentina,
and Cuba. 24 Subsequently, additional versions of the ballad were
collected in Nicaragua and Venezuela. 25
The most recent contribution to the comparative study of this
religious ballad, as well as to traditional Spanish ballads of America in general, is Gisela Beutler's fascinating work on traditional
Spanish ballads in Colombia. 26 Beutler's study contains fourteen
versions of the religious ballad under discussion, which she collected from oral tradition in several localities in Colombia. One
begins with the verse "Por el rostro de la sangre," another with the
l,ine "Por el rostro y por la sangre." Others begin with the verses
"Viernes santo, viernes santo," "Juevessanto, jueves santo," "Por
la calle de amargura," "Ad6nde va, Dolorosa," and "La virgen
cuando camina.'; Beutler's study includes several other ballads on
the theme of the Pass.ion·4hat contain verses, in a variety of sequences, similar or identicalto those in the New Mexico and Colorado versions of "Porel rastro de la sangre" and "Viernes, viernes
de la luz. "27
'.
Five of the interestipg versions from Colombia, published by
Beutler, are presented below.
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Por el "rostro" y por la sangre
que el Verbo Eterno derrama
cam ina la Virgen pura
y San Juan que la acompana.
Ala hora en que cam ina
de la madrugada,
las campanas de Belen
tocan las horas del alma [sic].
En la calle de amargura
vide una mujer que andaba.
Y Ie pregunta la Virgen:
-~Cuya duena sos, amada?
~No han visto pasar por aqui
el hijo de mis entranas?
-Por aqui paso, senora,
antes que el gallo cantara.
Cinco punaladas lIeva,
la menor Ie parte el alma;
las tres por salvar el alma.
las tres por los pecadores,
y el madero muy pesado.
Una cruz lIeva en los hom bros
cada paso arrodillado.
Y el madero como verde,
cayo en tierra desmayada.
La Virgen al oir esa nueva.
del suelo la levantaba.
San Juan, como buen sobrino.
-Levantese, tia mia,
levantese, tia de mi alma,
esta mi primo enclavado.
que en el calva rio sangriento
(Choco, Istimina, Colombia)"
Por el "rostro" de la sangre
que el Verbo Eterno derrama
cam ina la Virgen pura,
en busca de su hijo amado.
una mujer se encontro.
A las tres cuadras que anduvo
-Dime, piadosa mujer,
~si a Jesus ha incontrado? [sic],
-Si, 10 he incontrado, senora
muy rendido y maltratado.
y un madero muy pesado,
Una cruz lIeva en los hombros
que de ella iban tirando.
una soga en la garganta,
Ie iban acompanando.
De judios y judias
La Virgen, al oir estas nuevas,
cayo en tierra desmayada.
del suelo la ha levantado.
San Juan, como buen sobrino,
-Levantese, senora tia,
levantese, tia de mi alma,
esta mi primo enclavado.
que en el madero sangriento
Ya Ie quitan la corona,
ya Ie remachan los clavos,
por su divino costado.
ya Ie pegan la lanzada
cayo en un caliz sagrado.
La sangre que derramase
EI hombre que la tomase
sera bien aventurado.
Sera rey en esta vida
yen la otra coronado.
(Choco, Condoto, Colombia)'·
Viernes Santo, Viernes Santo,
Viernes Santo, en aquel dia
andaba la Virgen Maria
buscando su hijo amado.
En la calle de amargura
estaba una nina sentada.
~por aqui no paso
Buena nina, bien criada,
el hijo de mis entranas,
el hijo de mi corazon?
Por aqui paso,
antes qu'el gallo cantara.
con una cruz muy pesada,
cuarta, cuarta arrodillaba.
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con una corona de espinas
en su cabeza.
La Virgen, al oir estas palabras,
ha caido desmayada.
San Juan, como buen sobrino:
Levantete, tia mia,
levantete, tia mia.
que en el calvario sangriento
esta mi primo amado
Ya Ie aprietan la clavija,
ya 10 habran crucificado.
(Bolivar, Malagana, Colombia)3.

Jueves Santo, Jueves Santo,
Jueves Santo, aquel dia
estaba la Virgen Maria
buscando a su hijo amado.
En la calle de amargura
esta una nifia sentada.
La Virgen Ie pregunto:
-Buena y bien criada.
<,-par aqui no ha pasado
mi hijo demi corazon,
el hijo de mis entrafias?
-Por aqui paso, Sefiora,
antes qu'e! galla cantara,
con un madero de cruz
en su hombro atravesado.
Como el madero era verde,
a cada paso arrodillaba.
Una soga en su garganta,
que por ella "tropicaba"
una corona de espina
en su cabeza traspasada.
La Virgen "oi" eso,
cayo en el suelo desmayada.
San Juan, como buen sobrino,
en brazo la levanto
diciendole:
-Alevantate, tia mia,
alevantate, tia amada,
que en el calvario "sangrino"
esta mi primo clavado.
Ya aprietan las clavijas,
ya 10 habran crucificado.
(Bolivar, Malagana, Colombia)3l

Jueves Santo, Jueves Santo.
Jueves Santo, en aquel dia.
en su sede esta meti' a.
rezandocomo solia:
-N uevas te traigo, sefiora,
nuevas con tan gran pesar,
que vuestro hijo precioso
10 llevan a crucificar.
-jOh, que nueva tan amarga. [!]
las que me han venido a mis oidos
que me traspasen en el alma
y tambien a los sentidos!
j Vengan, madres y doncellas,
las que sepan de dolor.
ayudenmelo a buscar
este divino sefior!
En la calle de amargura
esta una nifia sentada.
La Virgen Ie pregunto:
-<,-Cuya prenda, bien hallada?
<,-Por aqui no paso, sefiora,
el hijo de mi corazon,
el hijo de mis entrafias?
-Por aqui paso, sefiora,
antes qu'el galla cantara,
con un madero en el hombro,
que cada paso arrodillaba.
San Juan, como buen sobrino,
metio el hombro y 10 ayudaba
La Virgen, que tanto escucha,
cayo en el suelo desmayada.
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San Juan, como buen sobrino
-Levantese, tia mia
levantese, tia amada,
que en el calva rio sangriento
esta mi primo enclavado.
Cinco heridas es la [sic] que tiene,
la menor Ie viene al alma.
Las dos por los pecadores,
las tres por salvar las almas.
San Cristobal esta en su puerta,
con su capilla cubierta,
suplicando y adorando
por las monjas del perd6n,
que Ie rezen la oraci6n
de pelegrino.
Cuando Jesucristo vino,
que se puso en el altar,
con los pies chorriando sangre
y los manos mucho mas.
Alii viene la Magdalena
con sus panos a limpiar.
-Tate, tate, Magdalena,
no te canses de limpiar,
que esas son las cinco llagas,
que debemos de pasar
por los chicos y los grandes
y toda la Cristiandad.
Esta oraci6n.
(Bolivar, Palenque, Colombia)32

In conclusion, it seems fair to state that the versions of the
ballad "Por el rastro de la sangre," collected in northern New
Mexico and southern Colorado, may be considered among the finest examples of this ballad extant in the Spanish-speaking world.
Moreover, the cultural tradition that has produced such examples
is alive today, although the form and content may have been impoverished in certain cases. It is obvious that northern New Mexico and southern Colorado are still a treasure-trove for the collection and study of all types of traditional Spanish folk literature,
including the many religious ballads preserved in the memory and
manuscripts of the Penitentes.
Beutler's versions of the ballad under discussion give further evidence of its wide diffusion throughout Hispanic America. The
Spanish ballad scholar Ramon Menendez Pidal stated over seventy years ago that as a result of his research he could conclude
that traditional ballads may be found in every corner of the world
where Spanish is the spoken language. 33 This principle has been
amply confirmed over the years. Additional popular versions of
the ballad "Por el rastro de la sangre" may be found to this day in
the oral tradition of Hispanic American countries from which versions have not yet been documented. 34
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In the future, however, because of the mobility of the population
from rural to urban centers, the commingling of peoples of diverse
cultural origin, and the many other influences of modern society
that are bringing changes in patterns of life and thought, it will be
increasingly difficult for folklorists to locate elsewhere in America
old Spanish ballads of the antiquity and beauty of some of those
found and recorded in northern New Mexico and southern Colorado, where Spanish-speaking people were isolated from outside
influences until the nineteenth century, and where the immensely
rich folk literature of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain has
endured as a part of the memory of the people.
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"Por el rastro de la sangre
Que ]esucristo dejaba
Va caminando su Madre:
Quiebra el corazon miralla.
Las palabras que decia
Son de mujer lastimada.
jAy, Hijo, redemptor dulce!
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jOh, qui€m pudiera, Seflora,
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Aunque de si 10 quitara!
Y cuando hubo llegado
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Los pregoneros delante.
Que decian y publicaban
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Sollozando lamentaba,
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Y tirandola del manto
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Que el alma se Ie arrancaba,
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Dicele desta manera
Con la voz llorosa y mansa:
jOh Cordero sin mancilla!
Oh luz, que das vida al alma!
Oh sumo Seflor inmenso,
Oh cordero que quitabas
Los pecados con tu muerte
Del mundo que tanto amabas!
Y estando en la cruz clavado,
Vi6 su Madre fatigada,
Y no la pudo hablar
Sino sola una palabra."
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ERNEST THOMPSON SETON'S FIRST VISIT
TO NEW MEXICO, 1893-1894
H. ALLEN ANDERSON

ON

A CRISP AUTUMN EVENING in 1893, a gangly young man
stepped down from the east-bound train at the Fort Worth and
Denver Railroad station in Clayton, New Mexico. He saw before
him a windswept, wood-and-adobe frontier town, void of trees,
not unlike the communities he had seen on the prairies of his
Canadian homeland. Yet this place had an atmosphere almost
foreign to him. Here, a t the northernmost point of the region
known locally as "Little Texas," the Anglo and Hispanic cultures
intermingled and occasionally clashed. That was the farthest
thing from young Ernest Thompson Seton's mind, however, as he
trudged down the dusty street toward the hotel. His primary goal
was to observe and study the natural world outside town, a world
fast being altered by the advance of the "civilization" that Clayton represented. At the age of thirty-three, Seton had already
begun a multifaceted career as a wildlife artist, illustrator, and
author of quasifactual nature stories. Likely he neither realized
that this latest venture, although brief, would serve as a major
springboard for his literary career, nor did he know that his
lifelong pilgrimage as a man of many hats would one day lead him
back to New Mexico as an adopted son.
To see how this young outdoorsman happened onto the scene of
New Mexico's last frontier, it is necessary to review briefly his
early life and background. Ernest Thompson Seton was born of
Scottish parentage in the seaport town of South Shields, England,
on 14 August 1860, the eighth of ten sons (and one adopted daughter). According to family tradition, his great-grandfather was
Lord George Seton, the Earl of Winton. His father, he claimed,
was legal heir to that title but never used it. Instead, he went by
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Thompson, an assumed name taken by Alan Cameron, a Scottish
ancestor who had fled to England after the debacle at Culloden in
1746. 1
Joseph Logan Thompson, Ernest's ill-tempered father, was a
ship owner in the British merchant marine. He was a virtual childabuser who often beat his sons with a riding crop if they so much
as failed to stand at attention whenever he entered. Ernest was a
sensitive boy, and because of his tyrannical father, plus the
somber, "hell-fire and damnation" Calvinist atmosphere in which
he was raised, Seton's childhood mind became distorted. Throughout his life, he carried a distaste for churches and traditional
Anglo Puritanism. 2
In 1866, a series of financial disasters resulted in the loss of the
family's fortune. Because of this reversal when Ernest was not
quite six, his family moved to Canada and settled in a wilderness
area near Lindsay, Ontario. There, they lived the life of pioneer
farmers, learning by experience to make the best of whatever was
available. For Ernest, who had an inborn love of nature and saw it
as an escape valve from his father's tirades, this wilderness environment set the stage for his future career. The natural world held
for him an intensive interest that his father later scorned, fearing
that such an interest would not be profitable. 3
After four years in the wilderness, the Thompsons sold their
farm and moved to Toronto, where it soon became evident that
Ernest possessed artistic ability in addition to his knack for
wildlife. His art won a gold medal in the Ontario College of Art &
Design in 1879 when he was eighteen. Delighted by his son's artistic talents, Ernest's father consented to send him to London, for
a mere $25.00 a month, to further his studies. In London, in 1880,
young Seton's artwork garnered a seven-year scholarship in the
Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences. Although persons under
twenty-one were not normally allowed access to the natural
history library housed in the British Museum, letters of request to
the museum board of directors (among whom were the Prince of
Wales and the Archbishop of Canterbury) enabled the young artist
to study the works of Audubon, Ridgeway, Thoreau, and other
naturalists. His realization that many men were successful in the
field of natural history inspired him to pursue such a career.
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Seton's stay in London was cut short because of poor health and
inadequate funds. After less than three years there, he returned to
Canada and took up residence at his brother's homestead near
Carberry, Manitoba. Here he spent several fruitful years studying
the wildlife of the then-unspoiled Canadian prairies and, a t the
suggestion of a friend, began a lifelong practice of keeping daily
scientific records. 4
With $3.00 in his pocket, Seton went to New York City in 1883
to seek an outlet for his work. Because of his connection with J.A.
Fraser, who taught at the Ontario College of Art, he soon attracted the attention of several influential publishers. One was
J.A.'s brother, W. Lewis Fraser of Century Magazine, who gave
.Seton a job illustrating the second edition of the Century Dictionary. Other editors encouraged him along similar lines, and
Seton published several articles in St. Nicholas and other
periodicals. He made many field trips to Canada during the 1880s
in conjunction with these early works, and his intimate contact
with nature established his course as an authority on wildlife. 5 In
1890, Seton went to Paris to continue his art studies at the Julian
Academy. There he exhibited several sketches and oil paintings
and did elaborate research on bird and mammal anatomy, the results of which he later published in his first important work, Art
Anatomy of Animals (1896). In September 1892, after his return
from Paris, Seton was appointed official naturalist to the government of Manitoba. The following summer, in his role as a serious
artist, he displayed a sample of his artwork and many of his specimens at the Chicago Exposition. 6
One of Seton's favorite animal subjects was the wolf. There is an
interesting story concerning his family background on this matter.
His mother had originally named him Ernest Evan, the Evan after
a famous ancestor who helped rid Scotland of the fierce wolf
packs that decimated livestock. She gave him this middle name, it
was claimed, in the hope that her son would inherit the courage,
fortitude, and renown of his notable forebear. 7 From a tender age,
Seton fought against the traditional "villain" image of the wolf in
literature. 8 Throughout his career, he used the imprint of a wolf
track for his insignia. His most famous paintings that he did in
Paris were on wolf subjects. During his Canadian field trips, Seton

Ernest Thompson Seton in 1903. Courtesy of Philmont Museums, Philmont Scout Ranch, Cimarron, N. Mex.
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sometimes observed, hunted, and trapped wolves for scientific
purposes.
It was this interest in wolves plus his association with a wealthy
family that gave Ernest Thompson Seton his initial acquaintance
with New Mexico and the American Southwest. Soon after his return from Paris in 1892, Seton's fame as an authority on wolves
reached the ears of Louis V. Fitz-Randolph, a prominent New
York businessman. His daughter had earlier become acquainted
with Seton, who began paying frequent visits to the Fitz-Randolphs' New Jersey estate. Fitz-Randolph, in addition to other
business interests, owned a large cattle ranch near Clayton, New
Mexico. In the summer of 1893, Fitz-Randolph asked the budding
naturalist if he could go to New Mexico and help rid his ranch of
wolves that were taking a terrible annual toll among his cattle.
Anxious for a vacation from confining easel and desk work, along
with his doctor's orders to rest his eyes, Seton accepted the assignment. 9
According to arrangements, Seton was to stay for a tentative period of at least two months, do what he could to exterminate
wolves, and influence the ranchmen to begin an organized war on
the pests. Seton would have the skins of the animals he killed, plus
the bounties that they made. Fitz-Randolph would foot the bill on
ammunition, poisons, traps, and travel expenses, as well as room
and board. A horse would also be furnished. In all, a total of $80
was estimated for expenses. 10
The artist-naturalist traveled by train from New York to Chicago, and from there to Pueblo, Colorado, where he saw for the
first time the lofty peaks of the Rockies. Here, too, he had his first
glimpse of the plant and animal life that characterized the southern Plains. II From Pueblo, Seton traveled the Fort Worth and
Denver line to Clayton, where he arrived on the night of 22 October 1893.
Clayton in the 1890s was a boisterous "cowtown" with a population of around 400. It had been founded in 1888 as a campground for the cattlemen when the newly built Fort Worth and
Denver Railroad began accepting cattle for shipment. Soon, a permanent town sprang up after several small businesses moved in.
When Seton arrived on the scene, Union County had recently been
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created. Clayton was engaged in a heated contest with neighboring Folsom over which town would become the county seat, an
honor that Clayton would soon win. 12 Cattle and politics were the
main items of conversation.
The young naturalist spent the next two nights at the Clayton
House, the town's only hotel. The Clayton House, containing a
barroom and a dance hall that was "run on the most respectable
lines," was the community social center. A dance, "in true Western style," was held here every Saturday night. 13 Directly across
the street from the Clayton House was a general store run by A.
W. Thompson, who was also the town's postmaster. 14 About fifty
yards behind the hotel was a small, muddy pond from which Seton would take several small bird and mammal specimens. In the
center of town stood a lone cottonwood tree, the only tree in the
community. Always the sharp-eyed observer, Seton once spotted a
ladderback woodpecker busying itself on the trunk, while all the
cats in town stalked it from various directions. He also observed a
large flock of sheep being herded into railroad cars at the stockpens for market and was surprised to learn that goats often served
the same function as sheep dogs for this operation. In his journal,
Seton made several sketches of the town, taking note of the volcanic rock areas, especially the twin peaks to the west known as
the Rabbit Ears. ls
After spending two days in Clayton, Seton left with the mail carrier for Louis Fitz-Randolph's L Cross F Ranch, where he was to
be employed as a wolf hunter. The largest ranch in the Clayton
area, the L Cross F was located on Pinabetitos Creek, about
twenty-five miles to the southwest. It was managed by the foreman, H. M. Foster, who officially was seton's "boss." However,
because the ranch was temporarily without a cook and the foreman was away on business for a short time, arrangements were
made for Seton to board at the cabin of Jack Brooks, a neighboring
rancher. Brooks's small holding was about seven miles from the L
Cross F headquarters and close to the tiny community of Clapham, which had the nearest school and post office. 16
For the next few days after moving into the Brooks cabin, Seton
carefully studied the terrain of his new environment and observed
the habits of the local fauna. Despite the fact that he was there
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during the late fall and early winter, many species of birds were
still fairly abundant on the eastern New Mexico plains, and during
his four-month stay he made several additions to his specimen collection. Seton noted his reaction to his first roadrunner, or "Mexican peacock," which resembled, in his thinking, an English pheasant. One cowboy called it "half magpie, half chicken."17
Among the native mammals, Seton was impressed with the
abundance of prairie dogs, but because of the difficulty involved
in catching the subterranean rodents, he was able to bag only
three. IS Another unusual rodent that he found fascinating was the
kangaroo rat. Seton later captured two of these elfin creatures and
kept them in a crude, pine box cage in order to study their habits
more closely, but they did not remain captives long. The naturalist
awoke one morning to discover that they had chewed through the
half-inch thick box top and escaped. 19 One of Seton's most prized
specimens was a bobcat; this was his first opportunity to study
that particular species. He also produced in his notes several
sketches of the "Texas wildcat" or "red lynx. "20
Seton began his wolf hunts in earnest. He quickly mastered
many of the cowboy arts and skills such as throwing the lasso and
shooting from horseback, but even then he knew that catchi~g
wolves was no easy task. He had learned from previous experiences in Canada that these animals, once considered dangerous to
man, had since been "educated by gunpowder to let man alone."21
Trailing wolves by the use of dogs was not always successful because of the numerous arroyos that slashed through the New Mexico prairies and that often enabled a pack of wolves to elude and
draw off their howling pursuers. 22
The reason that wolves were so destructive to sheep and cattle,
Seton observed, was that man deprived them of the buffalo, antelope, and deer, their main sources of food. Without these natural
means of survival, wolves had no choice but to prey on man's livestock. Consequently, local ranchers declared an all-out war
against them. Traps and poisons were imported in vast quantities.
Bounties were offered for each wolf pelt. At first, traps and poisons were quite successful, but by the 1890s, many wolf packs
seemed to learn how to detect them. Seton believed that wolves,
being social animals, had somehow "passed on" information
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about man's weapons to others of their kind. 23 No wolf would go
near a carcass that had any trace of human contact. By their keen
sense of smell, many learned to detect poisoned bait.
Seton began his campaign against wolves by using strychnine.
This poison was fairly effective on coyotes, but never once did he
get a wolf with it. In fact, he later claimed more than a hundred
coyotes, partly by poison and partly in traps, but he caught only
five wolves, all of them in steel, double-spring traps.24 He supposedly devised a method by which he could get at least two
coyotes every night, but as he remarked, "I have changed from a
coyote killer to a coyote protector; and the devilish secret of destruction shall perish with me. "25 After one chilly November evening, when a played-out cowhand accidentally swallowed strychnine he had mistaken for medicine, with fatal results, Seton
abandoned the use of poisoned bait. 26
In conjunction with his wolf hunts and animal observations, Seton associated with the local populace of Clayton and vicinity, frequently participating in their various activities. A. W. Thompson,
the storeowner, recalled one morning after a light snowfall when
Seton took him to the edge of town and showed him some rabbit
tracks. The naturalist followed the tracks, pointing out where the
rabbit had stopped, went on, jumped, and finally disappeared.
Another time, Seton had Thompson accompany him to Kelly's
Feed Yard, later the site of a Catholic church, and asked the
storeowner to pick out a dozen coyote skins from a pile he had
stored there. 27
Another building in which Seton kept his animal skins was a
small adobe shed located behind the Clayton House. Mrs. Harry
Wells, wife of the hotel owner, stored her eggs in this shed, which
she kept locked so that passing cowboys would not steal them. Because of that, she was at first reluctant to allow the naturalist access to the storehouse, but he assured her that he would not so
much as touch the eggs. In later years, Mrs. Wells recalled that Seton was very much a gentleman. 28
During his four-month stay, Seton became acquainted with virtuous and undesirable characters of the Old West, and his adventures with them, as portrayed in his autobiography, are worthy of
any Hollywood script. 29 Occasionally, he accompanied the L
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.Cross F cowboys on their roundups and gathered many of their
campfire tales. It was on one such venture in December 1893 that
Seton had his first, and only, glimpse of a wild mustang herd led
by the legendary black stallion later immortalized in his story of
the "Pacing Mustang. "30
Even in his journal, Seton made several interesting comments on
the cowboys as masters of the horse and lasso, as well as on their
liberal use of certain terms, many of Spanish origin. He considered
the "list of wild creatures in this country incomplete without the
cows and the cowboys." In one passage, Seton wrote:
The cowboy unfortunately is always at his worst when on public
view-i.e., when in the towns-then all his vices are rampant and
his better parts forgotten or smothered in drink. At home, at sober
work, 1 find him always good humored, rollicking, reckless, hard
working, courteous, and hospitable to a degree that 1 never before
experienced.

Certainly, Seton often experienced firsthand the monotonous life
of the cowboy at work, riding the ranges for days at a time and
spending nights at various ranches and line camps. 31
One particularly outstanding cowboy was Billy Allen, considered the champion roper in the whole region. So skilled was he
with the lasso that he could rope a badger before the animal could
get to the safety of its den. Once, while roping a steer for wolf bait,
Allen threw the animal over in a complete somersault, breaking its
neck and both of its horns at the roots in the process. 32
Certain episodes served as stimulants in shaping Seton's religion
and personal philosophy toward life. He recalled one Sunday
morning in 1893 when a circuit rider held a revival meeting in the
Clapham schoolhouse, which doubled as a church building.
Standing behind the teacher's desk, the preacher began his sermon
to the predominantly cowboy audience by stating that "in SIN did
our mothers conceive us!" A tall Texan in the front row, unaware
of the true meaning of that passage of Scripture, immediately
jumped up, pulled his gun on the clergyman, and gave him a stern
warning not to slander his mother like that. Seeing this incident as
representative of his own liberal thinking opposed to his Calvinist
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upbringing, Seton thought that Christian doctrine should not condemn "every God-appointed natural human emotion and relationship" as sin. 33 Gradually, his studies of the natural world drew
him into his own brand of pantheism. 34
In his acquaintance with the men and women of the West, Seton
soon experienced the feelings of prejudice and jealousy that occasionally flared between the Anglo and Hispanic populace. He also
discovered the loose interpretation of law and justice on the frontier and that many small ranchers sometimes rustled cattle from
their larger and more prosperous neighbors. An incident of this
sort, if one can believe all his autobiography, may -have gotten
Seton into trouble and forced him to cut short his wolf hunts.
According to the story, Seton had arranged through his cabin
mate, Jack Brooks, a meeting with the brothers Joe and Charley
Callis, who had a small holding near the Canadian River. Joe, a
successful wolver, knew of several hunting and trapping methods
about which Seton was anxious to learn. Brooks warned Seton not
to go to the Callis abode at night, explaining tha t Joe was a wanted
outlaw and that he shot at anyone venturing near his house after
dark. Heeding this advice, Seton made it a point to be at the Callis
ranch before sundown. The following day, Seton and the Callises
loaded a chuck wagon and headed for the Canadian, which Joe
said was good wolf country and where he claimed having cattle
interests. While encamped near the river that night, the outlawwolver sketched several local cattle brands in the sand and asked
Seton if he could alter them in any way. Unaware of the Callises'
motives, the artist-naturalist did so. Only in the morning when he
saw his companions alter the brands of cattle they had rounded up
in the canyon did he realize their intentions. Seton wasted no time
informing them that he wanted no part of their illegal activities.
The rustlers let him go, but on his promise that he would keep
quiet about the affair. 35
This escapade, Seton said, forced him to leave New Mexico
earlier than he had planned. On the evening of 5 February 1894, a
deputy sheriff whom Seton had befriended came to him and told
him that a week earlier Joe Callis had become roaring drunk in
Clayton and had boasted openly about Seton's "slick counterbrand." As a result, a warrant was out for Seton's arrest. The
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deputy, fearing that his friend's testimony "could not convince a
Mexican judge and jury," advised him to take the midnight train
out of Clayton. Seton hastily packed his belongings and left for "a
place called New York."36
That is the way Seton told it in his autobiography. If one carefully examines his journal, however, no clear evidence exists to
substantiate the story. Like- many writers, Seton liked to "tell a
good story," even if it involved half-truths. In Seton's descriptions
of his adventures with the local populace, several western stereotypes crop up: a starry-eyed, Oxford-educated eastern dude; a
foul-mouthed femme fatale of ill repute; a fiery Mexican gunfighter. To some of the less desirable characters he encountered,
Seton assigned different names; the Callis brothers became Tom
and Bill Tannerey, and Jack Brooks, who occasionally rustled cattle, became Jim Bender. 37 In his diary, Seton merely told of spending the night at the Callis abode, preparing for an early start the
next morning, and camping out the folloWing night in Alamosa
Arroyo, near the old Francisco Gallegos Ranch, to take refuge
from a cold "northeaster." At the Gallegos place, he commented
on the locoweed plant and its ill effects on livestock and also mentioned that cow chips were the only fuel available. Two days later,
Seton and the Callises made the twenty-five mile ride back to the
latter's ranch "in the face of driving sleet," and from there, the
naturalist rode on back to Clapham. Nowhere in the journal did
Seton indicate that the Callis brothers were rustlers, but neither
did he deny such a possibility. When he prepared to leave New
Mexico in early February, Seton discussed final arrangements as
to how much money he was to get in bounties ($72 in all). On the
train trip back east, via Denver and Chicago, he made an extended
stopover in Toronto before returning to New York. 3S
Seton's first visit to frontier New Mexico was thus ended. By his
admission, his four-month venture was almost traumatic. Judging
from his humanitarian philosophy toward animals, it is not easy
to imagine Seton in the role of a hired wolf hunter. While FitzRandolph may have hired Seton to participate in an experimental
predator control program and while he undoubtedly joined the
group of exterminators dedicated to reduce the New Mexico
ranchers' financial losses, Seton at the same time saw this ex-

Lobo exposing the traps
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perience as a golden opportunity to expand his knowledge of
wolves and other wildlife in a region of North America he had
never before seen. In his journal, he analyzed the behavior and
habits of local species. Many of his results were used in constructing several short stories that he later published. 39 One episode in
particular, his capture of Old Lobo, proved to be a milestone in his
professional career.
The Valley of the Currumpaw (or Corrumpa) River north of
Clayton contained some of the best grasslands in eastern New
Mexico, complete with waterholes and shelter from the harsh winters. Heading near Capulin Mountain, the often-dry Currumpaw
runs eastward toward the Oklahoma Panhandle, where it feeds
the North Canadian. This valley was ideal cow country. But, as
Seton noted, "plenty of cattle meant plenty of wolves," and these
predators meant a loss of thousands of dollars annually to the
local cattlemen and sheepmen. 40
Soon after Seton arrived in the fall of 1893, he heard stories of a
pack led by a huge killer wolf of devilish cunning. Some of the
cowboys claimed that Old Lobo, as he was called, killed a cow or
a sheep every night. It was not that he needed that much food, but
that his almost supernatural instinct warned him never to return
to a kill, as it might be poisoned or surrounded with traps. The
Currumpaw sheepmen and ranchers offered a tremendous bounty
for Lobo's pelt, a bounty that gradually increased until it
amounted to $1,000. 41 But repeated attempts to snare him were in
vain. Although he was seldom seen, people always knew when he
was around by his distinguishable howl and huge track.
From the first, Lobo was "number one" on Seton's list. As headquarters for this operation, Seton occupied an abandoned sheep
rancher's adobe near the Currumpaw's sandy river bed. 42 His description of the place and the surrounding area reflects his colorful
literary style as well as his impressions of the eastern New Mexico
topography:
It was a rough, rock-built, squalid ranch-house that Ilived in, on
the Currumpaw. The plaster of the walls was mud, the roof and
walls were dry mud, the great river-flat around it was sandy mud,
and the hills a mile away were piled-up mud, sculptured by frost
and rain into the oddest of mud vagaries, with here and there a
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coping of lava to prevent the utter demolition of some necessary
mud pinnacle by the indefatigable sculptors named.
The place seemed uninviting to a stranger from the lush and fertile prairies of Manitoba, but the more I saw of it the more it was
revealed a paradise. For every cottonwood of the straggling belt
that the river used to mark its doubtful course across the plain, and
every dwarfed and spiny bush and weedy copse, was teeming with
life. And every day and every night I made new friends, or learned
new facts about the mudland denizens. 43

From these quarters, for nearly a month Seton tried all kinds of devices to trap the King Wolf. He was assisted in this endeavor by
two cowboys, Charlie Winn and the roper Billy Allen. 44
The story of how Seton's ingenuity and persistence finally enabled him to snare the wily despot in January 1894 need not be
repeated here. It remains one of the classic animal tales in the annals of the Southwest. In his story of the "King of the Currumpaw," Seton ascribed to Lobo the adventures of several individual
wolves observed or reported in the Clayton area and the XIT
Ranch in Texas (on which Allen and Winn had previously worked)
before narrating the events leading to the old marauder's capture. 45 He spoke of the episode as "one of the turning points" of his
life, and prophetically it was. 46 When Seton published the narrative in Scribner's Magazine in November 1894, the story immediately received world-wide notice. Leo Tolstoy called it "the best
wolf story I have ever read."47 More important, it marked the beginning of a new style of nature writing for Seton' and others.
Before his New Mexico venture, Seton admitted to using the ~r
chaic method of making animals talk and giving them other anthropomorphic qualities. It was one of these earlier works, "Molly
Cottontail," that, according to Seton, inspired Rudyard Kipling to
write his Jungle Tales. "Lobo," however, was the earliest example
of an animal story to adhere strictly to the scientific method. 48
Seton used the episode in many of his lectures to illustrate man's
conflicts with the laws of nature. In time, Lobo's tragic death, and
that of his albino mate Blanca, have come to symbolize the extermination of the wolf from the southern Plains.
As his public career mushroomed through the years, Ernest
Thompson Seton won considerable fame as a complex and some-
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times controversial figure. More than once, he and his works were
subject to criticism. An idealist with a towering ego, he had a genuine compassion for society's underdogs and an undying hatred
for competition. At the turn of the century, Seton organized a colorful youth movement that stressed mutual aid and his belief that
if modem man followed the example of the animal kingdom, as
the American Indians in part did, the results would be a decentralized, almost utopian society free of war. 49 Failing to achie~e this
goal in the East, Seton in his later years followed what he called
the "Buffalo Wind" back to New Mexico. There, near Santa Fe, he
established Seton Village, symbolizing his ultimate retreat from
a world ridden with economic depression and threatened with
global war. By that time, New Mexico was no longer the wild, remote frontier territory he had seen in 1893-1894. It had already
become the southwestern mecca known as the Land of Enchantment.
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48. Seton to Charles F. Lummis, 7 May 1901, original in Archives of the
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NEW MEXICO: SALUBRIOUS EL DORADO
KAREN D. SHANE

NEW MEXICO HAS OFTEN BEEN a focal point in the continuing
search for EI Dorado, the land of opportunity at the end of the
rainbow. New Mexico's invaders, from the Spanish conquistadores and padres to the sunbelt immigrants four centuries later,
have proclaimed it a desert of promise. None, however, has perpetuated the idea more than the health seeker. This image of New
Mexico as a salubrious EI Dorado has been an important determinant of the state's development throughout its history and deserves
more careful attention than historians have given the subject.
New Mexico's reputation as a health seeker's paradise had significant impact on its economy and population growth only in
comparatively recent times, but throughout its history visitors
commented on its healthy environment. Antonio Espejo's narrative of his 1582-83 expedition to New Mexico, ostensibly to rescue
Franciscan friars, noted that the people "are healthy, for no illness
was heard of among them."j
New Mexico in particular and the West in general were considered much healthier than the older, more intensively settled parts
of the country.2 From the post-Revolutionary movement over the
Appalachians to the early nineteenth-century sweep into the
Rocky Mountains, frontiersmen spread the word of the salubrity
of the West. 3
Brevet Captain John C. Fremont's July 1842 journal entry of his
exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains indicates "this climate has been found very favorable to the restoration of health,
particularly in cases of consumption; and possibly the respiration
of air so highly impregnated by aromatic plants may have some
influence."4 The pathfinder's exploits received wide publicity and
focused attention on the West.
0028-6206/8111000-0387 $1.30
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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By this time, reports of traders on the Santa Fe Trail further
added to the region's image as a health seeker's paradise. 5 Entrepreneurs and adventurers were joined at western termini by invalids eager to seek health rather than fortune. In despair over the
failure of formal medicine, physicians began recommending a
westward journey and health resort for their patients.
One such valetudinarian was Josiah Gregg. Although near
death when he set out on the Santa Fe Trail in 1831, within a week
Gregg was on his way to recovery. In fact, it turned out to be the
first of eight trips the pioneer trader and early journalist of the
West made to New Mexico. In his Commerce of the Prairies, a
classic of early plains travel that.did much to stimulate eastern interest in the West, he observed that "persons withered almost to
mummies, are to be encountered occasionally, whose extraordinary age is only to be inferred from their recollection of certain
notable events which have taken place in times far remote."6
W. W. H. Davis, a circuit United States Attorney for New Mexico/ echoed Gregg in 1856 and noted "health seems to be the
natural condition of man instead of disease, and a larger number
of persons live to a grea t old age than in any other part of our
country.... "8 Although some readers probably dismissed Davis's
enthusiasm as provincial boosterism, writings like his and Gregg's
helped spread the idea of New Mexico's special salubriousness
through the consciousness of the literate East. 9
It was not until the railroads reached New Mexico in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, however, that the territory
could do much more than pound its chest. The coming of the railroads insured New Mexico's subsequent development. The railroad not only allowed settlement and provided markets for its
minerals, crops, and livestock; it also lent legitimacy to the territory, opening the way for the influx of large numbers of Anglos to
the alien land. For example, Charles P. Clever, New Mexico's delegate to Congress, was quick to include his territory's salubrity in
his 1868 petition for railroad development. 10
The coming of the railroad stimulated New Mexico to create in
1880 a Bureau of Immigration. The Bureau was charged with preparing and disseminating information to attract development of
the territory. William G. Ritch assumed the presidency of the
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Bureau in 1882 and typified its commissioners. He had been the
owner-editor of a Wisconsin newspaper before his failing health
forced him to New Mexico in search of a change in climate. Under
the Bureau's mandate, Ritch and his compeers issued reams of
propaganda designed to attract railroads, immigrants, and industries.
The Bureau's most florid exhortations dealt with the state's
healthy climate. Grant County reported that "for all pulmonary
complaints there is not a more congenial spot on the top of the
green earth. Here you inhale the pure, fresh, lifegiving and invigorating air."11 And another account boasted that Las Vegas Hot
Springs, the best known of the territory's health resorts, "contains
the great natural laboratory, that sends gushing from its side those
hot and healing waters, limpid and pure, a nectar fit for the Gods
themselves. There the halt and the infirm can come and quaff this
innocent beverage. "12
The Bureau and the railroads cooperated for their mutual gain.
For example, an 1883 Bureau publication-dedicated "to those in
search of health, wealth and homes" I 3 - provided a map of the territory supplied by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, information on railway service for mining districts, and a list of
railway stations. 14 And at the 1881 Territorial Fair promoted by
the Bureau, blanket .half fares were charged for passengers and
produce. IS
By the end of the nineteenth century, attempts at scientific explanation of New Mexico's salubrity were added to the generalized, and often exaggerated, claims of its boosters. New Mexico's
climate, clear air, clean water, and remote location were regarded
as critically important prerequisites for regaining health. The
specific hypotheses set forth for New Mexico's salubrity were
many and varied: an "electric atmosphere";16 the "utterly dry air
keeps the skin so clear and free that the kidneys are relieved from
excessive strain" ;17 and soil porosity. IS
For these reasons and others, all at least ostensibly "scientific,"
New Mexico was regarded at the end of the century as a potential
refuge for victims of varied diseases. But the state's reputation as a
salubrious EI Dorado is especially associated with one of the major disease scourges of nineteenth-century America-tuberculosis,

Patient at a cottage at Valmora, N. Mex. Photo courtesy of Dr. Carl Gellenthien.
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known as the Captain of the Men of Death. This special relationship began with the American occupation in 1846. Army reports
indicated virtual freedom of the soldiers from consumption or
tuberculosis. In the 1870s, an Arkansas physician writing in a national journal made the sweeping conclusion that New Mexico
combined "more general advantages and better climatic inducements for consumptives than any other State or Territory upon the
Continent of North America."19
Added to these comments in national publications were scientific investigations carried on at the local level. John Weinzirl, a
University of New Mexico bacteriologist, considered New Mexico's altitude, sunshine, and aridity essential to the cure of tuberculosis. He was convinced that the daily temperature change in
the region produced a beneficial physiological stimulation. 20
By the end of the nineteenth century New Mexicans had set
about in earnest to attract the health seekers. From the governor's
office 21 to newspaper advertisements for health resorts 22 and patent medicines for cure of consumption,23 residents promoted their
territory's salubrity. When Toronto physician J. F. Danter visited
the territory in 1891 as a special commissioner of the American
Health Resort Association to investigate New Mexico's claim as a
health resort for consumptives, he was royally entertained. The efforts of New Mexicans were not in vain, for in his report to tpe
Association, Danter hymned the praises of the territory, claiming
that New Mexico was superior to any other part of the United
States or the world in helping to cure the consumptive. 24
In addition to the numerous camps, institutions, and undeveloped hot springs scattered over the territory, the government had
established sanatoria for veterans at Fts. Stanton and Bayard. 25
The railroad also promoted New Mexico's best-known health resort, the Montezuma, outside Las Vegas. 26 But not until the turn of
the century did development take place on a large scale.
Valmora Industrial Sanatorium was founded by a collective of
big corporations (e.g., Marshall Field, International Harvester,
American Telephone and Telegraph, Western Union, and Sears,
Roebuck) in Chicago, Illinois, and St. Louis, Missouri. 27 Their
tubercular employees were packed off to the mountain retreat
twenty miles northeast of Las Vegas. The site was selected on the
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basis of (1) accessibility by railroad, (2) isolation from nearby settlements, yet reasonable proximity to an established community,
and (3) availability of a good water supply.
Carl H. Gellenthien was an early Valmora patient who had contracted tuberculosis while a student at the University of Illinois
School of Medicine. Young Gellenthien not only recovered, but
graduated from medical school and returned to Valmora in 1927
to take up practice. Dr. Gellenthien has been at Valmora for more
than half a century. He is today, at eighty, in charge of the Valmora Medical Clinic, successor to the sanatorium. 28
A large map of the United States, which covers one wall of the
clinic, is filled with red dots representing homes of the many patients Valmora has had through the years. Although Dr. Gellenthien says the map has not been kept up for thirty years, nearly
every state is represented, in addition to South American and
European countries.
Extant records of Valmora's early years are also sketchy. But
they clearly reveal that Valmora's health seekers made a substantial impact on New Mexico's economy. Not only did Las Vegas
merchants supply Valmora, but, as the following table shows,admittances for the six-year period of available records reveal the influx of out-of-state patients. Although it is impossible to determine
the states of residence of the nonmembers, it may confidently be
assumed that at least all employees of members were non-New
Mexico residents since the member corporations were in Chicago
and St. Louis.
Patients Admitted at Valmora Industrial Sanatorium'·
Year
Ending

Employees
of Members

Nonmembers

3/31/18
3/31/19
3/31/20
3/31/21
3/31/22
3/31/27

37
52
73
61
33
20

68
49
52
43
41
104

·World War I veterans.

War Risk
Insurance Bureau •
6

29
30
25

Total

105
107
154
134
99
124
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Albuquerque was also attracting its share of the health industry.
St. Joseph Sanatorium, which was established in May 1902, retains admittance records covering a 10-year period, beginning
with its opening. After 5 months, however, their record keeping
became more lax, and they ceased listing the reason for admittance. But in the 5-month period, there were 99 admittances. The
reason for admittance was listed in 64 of those cases. Of this figure, 24 (38 percent), were admitted for respiratory ailments. The
"lungers" ranged in age from 19 to 53. Four were from Albuquerque, 4 did not give a residence, and the remaining 16 were out-ofstate residents. All the non-New Mexicans, save one, were from
states of the Mississippi River drainage and east. 30
Other indications of the importance attached to the health seekers' industry can be seen in an examination of Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce records. In 1917 Dr. Leroy S. Peters, head of the
Publicity and Health Bureau, received approval for $800 in
Chamber funds for a year's advertising in the Journal of the American Medical Association. 31
In November 1917 the Southern Baptist Tuberculosis Sanatorium Commission added to New Mexico's importance as a "health
resort" when it notified the Chamber of plans to establish a sanatorium in the Southwest. 32 The commission was seeking financial
inducements by the city to encourage locating in Albuquerque. It
was estimated that the proposed sanatorium would involve an expenditure of one million dollars in five years. 33
Although the sanatorium was not built in Albuquerque, the ne-'
gotiations continued for several months and are noteworthy for
the light they shed on the ends to which the city would go to acquire such an institution. At a special membership meeting of the
Chamber three types of inducements were proposed: a several
thousand-dollar cash bonus, land, and civic improvements (parks
and better sanitation). One Chamber member estimated that 90
percent of Albuquerque families were there either directly or indirectly for health. Another estimated that the sanatorium would
be a stronger asset than a factory employing 500 persons. He estimated that 200 patients at the sanatorium would spend $75 per
month each and that the monthly payroll would be $15,000. 34
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A review of the city directories for Albuquerque in the period
1908-1917 gives an indication why the city so eagerly sought the
health seekers' industry. In addition to sanatoria and hospitals,
spin-off businesses included funeral homes for those less fortunate,
moving and storage companies, hotels and boarding houses, real
estate agencies, and physicians and nurses. While it is true these
professions would be represented in any thriving city, the figures
are disproportionately high. For example, during this nine-year
period, hospitals and sanatoria increased from two to nine, while
today, with a population twenty-five times greater, the city has
only six general hospitals, and no sanatoria. 35
Albuquerque was most accommodating to sanatoria. For example, the city council waived a sewer connection fee for the new
Methodist Sanatorium. 36 And Captain Clark M. Carr who had
made a trip to Washington in an attempt to secure the establishment of a recuperation camp for veterans reported that Albuquerque's chances would be materially improved if Central Avenue
were made dustless and grass and flowers were grown around the
camp.3)
The actions of the Albuquerque City Council illustrate this
growing interest in health seekers. During a meeting on 5 April
1915, the council immediately and unanimously granted permission for the establishment of the Albuquerque and Cipes Sanatoria. When yet another sanatorium was proposed, Highland Park
residents protested. But the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
-}oinersof America, Plumbers' Union No. 412, and Painters' Union
No. 823 joined forces in support of the sanatorium. Economics
overrode the neighbors' objections, and permission was granted to
erect a sanatorium provided that not less than $9,000 be expended
in the construction of the main building and that it be completed
within one year. 38
The alacrity with which the city council acted on these requests
is to be contrasted with a request the following year to establish
the Booker T. Washington Memorian [sic] Sanatorium at Mesa
Park. The city manager was charged with investigating and reporting at the next meeting. 39 There is no record of any follow-up.
The implication is that a city that sent representatives out-of-state
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recruiting health seekers 40 did not welcome enthusiastically a
colony of black valetudinarians.
Although New Mexico promoted the health seekers' industry,
those in this promotion effort soon realized that the majority of
tuberculars could ill afford leaves of absence from earning a living
to seek a climatic cure. In fact, a Scientific American editorial
cited the frequently prohibitive expense associated with a change
of climate to argue for a national health insurance program in
1915. 41 Health seekers were advised not to seek a climatic cure
unless they were financially able to sustain themselves for a minimum period of several months,42 but many came regardless of circumstances. With private care beyond the means of many invalids, church institutions frequently filled the gap.
Founded in 1912, the Methodist Sanatorium was established
primarily to provide minimum cost care for tuberculosis patients.
The following year, with a capacity of 14, the sanatorium was
valued at $5,000. In 1919 the sanatorium had 191 patients registered. Income from these patients, including 19 who were either
treated free or at reduced rates, totaled $35,061.42. During its
twenty-fifth anniversary celebration, registered patients represented 24 states and 1 foreign country. 43
New Mexicans continued to welcome consumptives after the
fear of contagion tempered their welcome in other areas of the
Southwest. 44 In 1932 the civic council still was billing Albuquerque as "the heart of the health country," claiming its residents did
not fear tuberculosis. "Every citizen knows how rarely it develops
here; knows that our sunshine has an antiseptic value in the
destruction of tuberculosis germs far more powerful than that of
any commercial germicide. "45 And as late as 1940, a leading
writer declared wryly that "for a steady, dependable income nothing quite equals TB. "46
New Mexicans were not to be disappointed in their endorsement
of the health industry. For belying their motto, "a short life and a
merry one,"47 health seekers who came to "chase the cure" often
remained, making significant contributions to their adopted state.
Frequently well-educated, monied individuals, they included
academicians, writers, politicians, and persons in the arts, profes-
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sions, and businesses. 48 Others recovered quickly and returned to
their homes, reinforcing New Mexico's reputation. And what of
those health seekers who immigrated to New Mexico, only to die
after they arrived? Boosters claimed they had not sought the
state's salubrity early enough. 49
In short, attempts to meet the health seekers' needs ranged from
well organized sanatoria and first-rate resorts to ad hoc individual
responses. Although it is impossible to determine exactly the impact of the health seekers, clearly they were important in the development of New Mexico. Piecemeal business figures and reports
reveal a far more extensive role than is associated with a state
whose reputation has been often one of violent deaths rather than
long lives. For a sizeable portion of the period under consideration, New Mexico, unlike other western health centers, was still
looked upon with suspicion as an alien land. A poor cousin to
other resort areas shrouded under the mantle of the United States,
New Mexico had to scramble for recognition and development.
The state lacked the diversity of California industries, for example, and was reluctant to relinquish the health business. But what
New Mexicans lacked in development they more than made up for
in enthusiastically perpetuating the state's image as a salubrious
ElDorado.
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BOOK NOTES
REFERENCE MATERIALS ON LATIN AMERICA IN ENGLISH: THE HUMANITIES by
Richard D. Woods (Scarecrow Press, $32.50) is a bibliography of reference books
-encyclopedias, dictionaries, bibliographies, indexes, and calendars. The 1,252
annotated entries, arranged by author, cover such topics as art, film, folklore,
literature, music, and philosophy along with special topics on law, coin collecting, bullfighting, and others. Author, title, and subject indexes enhance the usefulness of this reference tool.
A more specialized bibliography, THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR: AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY by Norman E. Tutorow, is available from Greenwood
Press ($37.95). This large, easy-to-use volume offers the most exhaustive bibliography on the war with more than 4500 entries for 1846-1848. Major sections
include Reference Works, Manuscript Collections, Government Documents, National Archives collections, Periodical Literature, Books, and Theses and Dissertations, each with numerous subheadings. In addition there are eight appendixes,
including a chronology, maps, tables on military strength and casualties, and
votes on war bills. This is by design a bibliography primarily of American
sources on the war (although Mexican and British materials are included), but as
such it is extremely useful. It will be the essential tool for those working on this
topic, and one would hope that it will stimulate publication of a companion
volume on Mexican sources.
Archon Books has just published A GUIDE TO THE SOURCES OF UNITED STATES
MILITARY HISTORY: SUPPLEMENT 1. The original guide was published in 1975 and
was divided into seventeen topics of U.S. military history, including one on the
Mexican War and another on the army from 1865-1917, with a critical analysis
of the literature and a bibliography for each section. The supplement, some 300
pages in length, follows the same format. It is an extremely important guide to
U.S. military history.
Recent developments in United States-Panama relations make PHILIPPE
BUNAU-VARILLA: THE MAN BEHIND THE PANAMA CANAL by Gustave Anguizola
(Nelson-Hall Publishers, $25.95) a timely volume. I t is a story of diplomacy, high
financial maneuvering, and canal building in which Bunau-Varilla emerges as
the hero.
For several years Msgr. Francis J. Weber has been working on the history of
California missions, producing a number of volumes, usually of a documentary
nature. KING OF THE MISSIONS: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF SAN LUIS, REY DE
FRANCIA ($12.00) and THE OLD PLAZA CHURCH: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY
($14.00) were published in limited editions by Libra Press and are available from
Dawson's Book Shop, 535 North Larchmont Blvd., Los Angeles 90004. In each
case the documents date largely from the period when the missions were active,
although some date from the twentieth century.
Several large format books dealing with the arts have been received. A BRUSH
WITH THE WEST by Dale Burk ($19.95, Mountain Press Publishing Co., Missoula,
Mont. 59806) is an overview of the development of western art in the Northern
Rocky Mountain region covering the work of early artists such as George Catlin
and Karl Bodmer to contemporary figures such as James Bama, John Clymer,
and others. The volume includes more than a dozen color plates.

Book Reviews
HISPANIC FOLK MUSIC OF NEW MEXICO AND THE SOUTHWEST: A SELF.PORTRAIT OF
A PEOPLE. By John Donald Robb. Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1980. Pp. xviii, 891. $35.00.
HISPANIC FOLK SONGS OF NEW MEXICO: WITH SELECTED SONGS COLLECTED,
TRANSCRIBED & ARRANGED FOR VOICE AND PIANO. By John Donald Robb. Albuquerque, N. Mex.: University of New Mexico Press, 1954. Reissued 1980. Pp.
viii, 83. $6.95 paper.
ThE FAIRLY RECENT, AS A HISTORIAN VIEWS TIME, rise of Chicano studies has had a
variety of impacts upon the study of the Hispanic Southwest. Most of these impacts have been salutary. One of the best of them has been to draw the attention
of scholars and, of equal importance, publishers, to the incredible rich lode of the
area's folklore. The recent publication (1978) by the UNM Press of Lorin Brown,
Hispano Folklife of New Mexico: The Lorin W. Brown Federal Writers Manuscripts, an incredible corpus of material collected in the late 1930s, the slightly
older publication (1977) by the Museum of New Mexico Press of Juan B. Rael,
Cuentos Espanoles de Colorado y Nuevo Mexico based in part on the pioneering
work of Aurelio M. Espinosa, and the very recent publication of the Museum of
New Mexico Press (1980) of Jose Griego y Maestas and Rudolfo A. Anaya Cuentos: Tales from the Hispanic Southwest, along with Robb's Hispanic Folk Music
are but the most obvious collections of this rich literary tradition.
I am not suggesting that there is anything trendy about the scholarly motivation of the major authors and collectors of the works mentioned above. Far from
it. Brown and Espinosa started their work in the 1930s, Robb's work begins in
the 1940s, and I am firmly convinced that Griego y Maestas and Anaya would
have begun their work thirty orforty years ago had they been born thirty orforty
years earlier. What is new and, I am afraid, somewhat trendy is the public and
therefore the publishers' interest in this scholarship.
And the interest is indeed scholarly. Robb's Hispanic Folk Music is one of the
most awesome labors of scholarship and love that I have ever read. For this
reason it is one of the most frustrating books I have ever tried to review. Not that
I believe a reviewer must be part hatchetman but decency, if not credibility,
demands something other than mere fulsome praise. Moreover, any reviewer
worthy of his sal t should be able to find some rabbit left unchased, some path untaken, some obscure idea left undeveloped. But alas, I must confess I can't do that
with this volume. Robb may have left some nook or cranny uncovered, but I
did not discover it.
And I tried. I read the work as a historian of New Mexico and found myself enriched, enlightened, and enchanted on every page. I examined it as an exercise in
folklore and found it as good as anything I have used. I tried to view it as an exer-
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cise in musicology (admittedly an area in which I plead guilty to an ignorance
just short of monumental) and came away thinking only a hopeless pedant in that
discipline would find it flawed. Finally after four complete readings (the last
from rear to front to see if all the loose ends were tied up-they were) I yielded to
my first impulse-that of fulsome praise. This volume is so good, so rich tha t I do
not think I would like to know a person who would not profit from reading it.
Hispanic Folk Songs is clearly a precursor of things to come. It cries briefly
and eloquently "Make way, make way!" Most of its value is, however, subsumed
in the major work. All but two of the secular songs are found in the larger work.
This does not mean it is without value. If you are interested in a brief introduction to an immense oral tradition, this volume is a good starting place.
If I were asked to translate the title of Eugene M. Rhodes's major work (Paso
por aqUl), I would expand its literal meaning. I would suggest that it means that
the person not only passed through but also left his mark upon either the land or
its people.
If I am right then Robb, both for the incomparable folk music archive that
bears his name and for these splendid works based on the lifetime of collecting
that built the archive, deserves the verdict Paso por aqui. We are indeed indebted
to him for this, his life's work.
North Texas State University

G. L. SELIGMANN, JR.

HISPANIC LEGENDS FROM NEW MEXICO: NARRATIVES FROM THE R. D, JAMESON
COLLECTION. Edited by Stanley L. Robe. Folklore and Mythology Studies, vol.
31. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980. Pp. xi, 548. Bibliog., notes.
$24.50 paper.
THE PRESENT VOLUME is the companion to an earlier work entitled Hispanic Folktales from New Mexico, also edited by Professor Stanley Robe and published in
the University of California Folklore Studies series, which appeared in 1977.
Both volumes present narratives collected by students in northeastern New Mexico under the supervision of R. D. Jameson, a respected folklorist a t New Mexico
Highlands University. After his death in 1959, Jameson's materials were deposited at the UCLA Center for the Study of Comparative Folklore and Mythology
where Professor Robe prepared them for publication.
Hispanic Legends is a welcome edition to New Mexico folklore scholarship,
for, as Professor Robe explains in his lucid introduction, the bulk of folklore
research in the state has concentrated on the folktale. The attraction of the
folktale rests largely on its relative consistency of form that enables scholars to
compare versions across distance and time. Various researchers, notably the Espinosas and Juan B. Rael, have focused on the folktale to support the theory that
modern New Mexican culture is still largely the product of customs and institutions planted by the Spanish colonists. The questionable validity of this view
aside, the inordinate attention to the New Mexican folktale has created something of a vacuum in legend scholarship despite the fact that legends generally
outnumber folktales in the repetoire of Hispanic American informants. As Pro-
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fessor Robe puts it, "the significance of the present volume is that it opens wide
the door on legends in New Mexico."
Legends, despite the resistance of the genre to strict definition, generally begin
with a delineation of an ordinary person engaged in a commonplace activity.
Suddenly "some manifestation of the supernatural intrudes," and the narrative
then concerns itself with the individual's reaction to a clearly superior force or
being. Oftentimes the endangered individual resorts to religious or magical
devices to save himself from danger. Although legends generally focus on the
dilemmas of individuals, the surrounding community often intervenes to offer
advice and remedies.
Like all folklore, legends reveal a good deal about the cultural group from
which they spring, and the Jameson collection suggests something of the nature
of Hispanic American life in northern New Mexico. Many legends do indeed date
from seventeenth-century Spain, but others bear Indian and Anglo influences.
The large number of legends treating religion and family issues confirms the continuing importance of these institutions. The narrow geographical range of the
narratives underscores the extraordinary cohesiveness and relative immobility of
the northern New Mexicans.
The 730 legends presented here vary widely in development. In some, the narrative element is slight, giving the impression that these items are actually fragments rather than complete legends. Another group contains rather complex and
sustained plots and bears striking similarities to legends from other cultures.
Generally, these are migratory legends, such as the Vanishing Hitchhiker, that
occur not only in different cultures but in widely separated ones as well.
Although the items gathered in this volume were collected between 1951 and
1957, they seem to reflect an earlier cultural milieu. Perhaps, most of the informants were older members of the various communities sampled, whose values
and interests were shaped a generation earlier when village life in northern N~w
Mexico was more hermetic. It is questionable whether a contemporary selection
of legends from the same area would produce so many narratives about witchcraft and ghosts.
One hopes that Hispanic Legends from New Mexico will attract a wider audience than professional folklorists. The legends are entertaining, and Professor
Robe's annotations are informative and unobtrusive. The volume would be especially useful to literary scholars interested in the origins of fictional themes in
several major recent Mexican American novels and stories.

University of California, Los Angeles

RAYMUND A. PAREDES

THE WOOD CARVERS OF CORDOVA, NEW MEXICO: SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF AN
ARTISTIC "REVIVAL." By Charles L. Briggs. Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1980. Pp. xvii, 253. lIlus., appendixes, index, references. $19.95 cloth.
ONCE, SO THE LEGEND GOES, northern New Mexico was populated almost entirely
by folk artists. They were sensitive, poetic people who eked out a living from the
harsh mountain country, and on long winter nights they carved religious images,
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fitted together simple but beautiful furniture, wove blankets, and did painstaking
colcha embroidery. Then came the railroad and the mail-order house, and these
beautiful but simple people rejected the arts of their forefathers for the seductive
mass-produced objects of industrial civilization. They languished in darkness for
decades, but then a few poetic souls from afar (New York and Chicago) came
among them and awakened the creative spark. The result was a Folk Art Revival,
with busy fingers and humming looms restoring happiness and prosperity to the
land. Today, according to the organizers of the Feria de los Artesanos in Albuquerque, there are more than three hundred folk artists in New Mexico, practicing the crafts of their ancestors. Interestingly enough, the same scenario could be
written for the Appalachians, the Adirondacks, the Sea Islands of South Carolina, or rural Vermont-all regions "discovered" by affluent urbanites in the
1920s, when the cult of artistic primitivism was at its height.
Charles Briggs, a New Mexican who teaches cultural anthropology at Vassar,
scrutinizes one aspect of this nationwide craft revival in great detail, and he concludes that the legend does not match the facts. His book examines the making of
carved wooden objects, both sacred and secular, in Cordova, New Mexico. He
discusses the craft's nineteenth-century traditions, and its revival during World
War I by Jose Dolores LOpez, a carpenter who tried to assuage his anxiety for his
soldier son by taking up woodcarving. Briggs tells about Lopez's "discovery" by
Anglos living in Santa Fe, and about their shaping of his work to meet their aesthetic standards, and he traces the development of woodcarving as a cottage industry by Lopez's descendants and their neighbors.
In this discussion Briggs does what few writers about American folk art seem
to be able to accomplish: he analyzes the objects in their social and economic as
well as their aesthetic contexts. He discusses the economic motives that lead to
their production (the need for cash income in the face of a collapsing local
agrarian economy); the tools and techniques of their makers (the author apprenticed himself to a Cordovan wood carver); the way in which they are sold, and,
most significantly, the attitudes of both their makers and their purchasers about
them. He concludes that wood carving in Cordova is not something as simple as
the revival of a dormant art form; it is, in fact, a new dimension of an old
HispaniccAmerican phenomenon, the role of the religious image as a mediator in
social relationships. For the past fifty years, Briggs says, the carvings have been
mediators between economically disenfranchised Hispanos and relatively affluent Anglos. In the future, he thinks they may become mediators between different groups of Hispanos seeking a reenforced ethnic identity.
There is no question that this book is an extremely important contribution to
the study of material culture. One can occasionally wince at the author's reliance on sociological jargon ("the iconicity of image and referent," for instance),
one can regret his failure to relate the New Mexico revival to other craft revivals
of the period, and one can even disagree with his conclusions, but his gathering
and presentation of hard evidence about objects and their makers is unparalleled
in the study of Hispanic-American folk art in North America, a field that is sadly
bereft of well-researched data.

Museum of International Folk Art, Santa Fe

LoNN TAYLOR
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Los PATRONES: PROFILES OF HISPANIC POLITICAL LEADERS IN NEW MEXICO
HISTORY. By Maurilio E. Vigil. Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1980. Pp. x, 169. Notes. $8.75 paper.
BEGINNING WITH ANTONIO JOSE MARTiNEZ and ending with Joseph M. Montoya,
this book traces the careers of twenty-six Hispanic political leaders. Each of the
three sections of the study begins with a short historical sketch describing the
situation of New Mexicans in the periods covered. Three biographies are included in part one, the years in which two cultures met in the Borderlands
(1821-1850); twelve profiles comprise the territorial period (1850-1911); statehood and its aftermath, the last section, has eleven biographies and a short description of the patron system. The author notes that patrones might be clergymen like Martinez, businessmen like the Oteros, or lawyers like Montoya, but
whatever his occupation the patron "was responsible for the political, social and
economic well-being of his people" (p. 166).
Less a political history than a compendium, and with one or two omissions,
this work by Maurilio E. Vigil has succeeded in its attempt "to collect, within a
single cover, brief biographies of the most influential Hispanic political leaders. "
I was struck, however, by the absence of Manuel Armijo, Jose Santos Gonzalez,
and Elfego Baca. Frequently citing R. E. Twitchell and Charles F. Coan, the
author also made use of several histories of New Mexico, newspape~ obituaries,
the New Mexico Blue Book (1882), and several other sources.
This well-written survey is obviously intended for undergraduates and the
general reader. Still, the author could have used his talent to produce a better
book. Why did he not use other secondary sources readily available? Why, for example, were Henry Raup Wagner's findings not considered in the author's
remarks concerning the arrival in New Mexico of the press used by Father
Martinez to publish his newspaper and other works? Why was Howard Hoberts
Lamar not utilized for the historical sketch of the territorial period?
Vigil also errs in his statement that the patron system was introduced into New
Mexico in the seventeenth century by way of the encomienda system, which
"gave a sizable grant of land to a single proprietor as a reward for his service to
the crown" (p. 165). C. H. Haring (in agreement with France V. Scholes, Silvio
Zavala, and other students of the colonial period) has noted that "there is no
evidence that Spanish legislation ever combined title to an encomienda with territorial proprietorship." The origins of the patron and the rise of political bosses
in New Mexico still need to be researched. I remain convinced that the political
caudillo in New Mexico is a nineteenth-century phenomenon, resulting from the
arrival of a new economic and political system introduced by Anglo-Americans
and welcomed by the Mexican government.
One final point. Although the author does a good job of telling us the various
political offices held by these Hispanic leaders, were all of them as decent and
honorable as Father Martinez? The virtues and defects of the men described by
Vigil are often not commented upon. I am sure that more than one could not
have said truthfully, as Martinez did, that he had "coveted no man's silver, or
gold, or apparel."
University of Nebraska

RALPH H. VIGIL
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ZUMARRAGA AND HIS FAMILy-LETTERS TO VIZCAYA, 1536-1548. Edited by
Richard E. Greenleaf and translated by Neal Kaveny, O.F.M. Washington,
D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1979. Pp. xxxvi, 162. Notes,
index. $25.00.
JUAN DE ZUMARRAGA, a member of the Franciscan Order, came to Mexico City
in 1528 as its first bishop-elect. Except for returning to Spain in 1532-1534 for
his consecration, he remained in New Spain until his death in 1548. Richard E.
Greenleaf, whose first book dealt with Zumarraga's activities as inquisitor, presents here a group of previously unpublished personal documents from the hand
of the bishop. There are fifteen items altogether; eight of them a re personal letters, while the rest consist of such varied things as a legal agreement, powers of
attorney, and inventories.
These documents do not deal primarily with the affairs of Zumarraga's
bishopric; rather, they are centered around his efforts to endow a hospice for
traveling Franciscan preachers in his family home in Durango, Spain, which
would be directed by a group of religious women. But the documents do give
many enlightening insights into the activities and interests of Mexico City's first
bishop. They show his feeling of frustration over the crown's decision to take
from him the support of the Indian town of Ocuituco, his intellectual interests as
evidenced by the books that he sent back to Spain, and the increasing burdens of
old age, aggravated by a fall from his mule that he suffered at nearly seventy
years of age while on a visitation of his diocese in 1546. The final item in the collection was written on 2 June 1548, the day before his death.
Taken as a group, the letters are a story of betrayal, as the nephew to whom
Zumarraga first entrusted the funds for the endowment did not carry out the
agreement and became an obstacle in the way of another nephew who tried to
remedy the situation. The project eventually saw partial fulfillment after the
bishop's death. Greenleaf's introduction places the documents in historical
perspective and gives illuminating background information. He is to be congratulated on his care in preparing the difficult texts.
The letters are published in Spanish with English translation, by Neal Kaveny,
O.F.M., on the facing page. One might at times wish for greater precision in the
translation, although the presence of the Spanish text does allow one to make his
own interpretation. For instance, among Zumarraga's books there appears a
"Compendio de la Sagrada Teologia de la S. B.B." The presence of the article
"Ia" should indicate that the abbreviation stands for "Sagrada Biblia" and
should not be translated as "Compendium of Sacred Theology of S.B.B." (pp.
124-125). A term that is found in several places in the volume is "pan de renta,"
which the bishop wanted his agents to buy as an investment. The translator interprets it as wheat, but this would not seem to represent a very long-term, secure investment, especially alongside the other items that are mentioned in the same
phrase-"molinos 0 herreria" (mills or ironworks). The word "pan," however,
was used also for land on which cereal crops could be raised, and I assume that
the "docientas fanegas de pan de renta" (p. 12) would refer to an investment in
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land extensive enough to sow 200 fanegas of grain. There are other simple and
obvious errors in the translation. To choose a short one, "Y Fray Pedro de Torres
en este capitulo quiso ser su compafiero" is translated "Fray Pedro de Torres was
appointed as his companion to this [cathedral?] chapter" (pp. 142-143, bracketed term by the translator). As any politician, civil or ecclesiastical, should
know, the difference between "quiso ser" and "was appointed" can be great and
difficult.
Philosophies of translation differ, and, as Greenleaf mentions in his introductory note, Kaveny chose the route of a nonliteral translation. But it seems to me
that there is little object in making a translation, especially in documentary
material such as this, unless the translation expresses as exactly as possible the
ideas of the original writer and the interdependence that he gave to those ideas.

University of Maryland

J. BENEDICT WARREN

THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN: A CRITICAL GUIDE TO RESEARCH AIDS. By Barbara J.
Robinson and J. Cordell Robinson. Foreword by Carlos E. Cortes. Foundations
in Library and Information Science, vol. 1. Greenwich, Conn.: JAI Press,
1980. Pp. xv, 287. Indexes. $37.50 cloth.
THIS IS NOT A BIBLIOGRAPHY of Mexican-American sources per se, but a bibliography of bibliographies. It is organized into Part I: General Works (audio-visual
sources, dictionaries, genealogical sources, biographical sources, statistical
sources, and other general works). In Part II there are subject bibliographies:
education, folklore, history, labor, linguistics, literature, social and behavioral
sciences, and women. At the beginning of each chapter or subject bibliography a
useful introduction explains the subject.
The inclusion of the last category, apparently inspired by the recent feminist
movement, as a separate category implies that other categories of bibliographies
would be considered only the activities of men. The authors seem to be cognizant
of this when they state at the beginning of the chapter on women: "For more indepth investigations, the major studies, periodicals, anthologies, and conference
proceedings on the Mexican-American must be consulted. The subject bibliographies and reference tools listed in other chapters will assist in identifying these
supplementary sources."
Inasmuch as those reading the Review will probably be most interested in the
chapter on history, it seems appropriate to examine the sixty-one entries of that
chapter in greater detail. After each entry there is a brief, descriptive paragraph.
Ten of the sixty-one bibliographical entries are Mexican-American bibliographies; the others range from Claude Elliot's Theses on Texas History . .. to Andrew Wallace's Sources and Readings in Arizona History . .. and Luis Gonzalez
y Gonzalez' Fuentes de la historia contemporanea de Mexico; Libros y folletos. As
these three bibliographies indicate, fifty-one of the entries in this section are the
standard catalogues, guides, and bibliographies relating to the Southwest and to
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individual states. This causes one to ask what criteria did the authors use in determining what is southwestern and what is Mexican-American, or is there a significant difference?
As the title indicates, The Mexican-American: A Critical Guide to Research
Aids is basically a reference work. It was prepared by a librarian and a historian
as part of a series in library and information science under the general editorship
of the Dean of the School of Library Science at Simmons College in Boston. This
guide will be most valuable to those beginning studies of the Mexican-American
and to librarians. The guide appears to have been written for librarians by librarians. As such it will be of great value for those in that very important field of
endeavor.
\

New Mexico Highlands University

GUILLERMO

Lux

MEXICAN EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES 1897-1931: SOCIo-EcoNOMIC PATTERNS. By Lawrence A. Cardoso. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1980.
Pp. xvii, 192. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $19.50 cloth, $8.95 paper.
LAWRENCE CARDOSO HAS WRITTEN a useful analysis of the social, economic, and
political forces that influenced the course of Mexican emigration to the United
States during the first three decades of this century. The book's major strength
lies in its careful examination of the often contradictory, often conflicting responses to Mexican immigration by government agencies, private businesses,
social service organizations, religious denominations, nativist groups, and the
media. The author shows particular deftness in exploring the internal workings
of the U.S. and Mexican governments, whose policies toward Mexican emigration/immigration generally lacked consistency and often lacked coherence.
In contrast to his revealing analysis of the societal contexts of migration, Cardoso offers little new about how the emigrants perceived their own experience.
To provide emigrant perspectives, Cardoso relies almost totally on published,
oft-used sources such as the long-extant studies of Manuel Gamio and Paul Taylor. Since Cardoso states that his "major concern throughout this study is the
people whom the Mexican novelist Mariano Azuela called 'the underdogs' .. (p.
xiii), it is puzzling why he failed to use interviewing and a broader selection of
newspapers to inject freshness into his emigrant perspectives. Also unfortunate is
the scantness of his attention to the important topic of Mexican-American responses to Mexican immigration.
With these main limitations, Cardoso's book is generally solid. Inconsistencies
and factual errors appear to be few, but some are present. For example, the percentage of Mexican workers on southwestern railroad tracks suffers an unlikely
decline from 70-to-90 percent in 1900 (p. 29) to 50 percent in 1909 (p. 27). On
page 148 Cardoso states that the Mexican government admonished its consuls
"to do all in their power to keep as many workers in the United States as possible," yet seventeen lines later he reports without explanation that "consuls coop-
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erated to the fullest with charity bureaus which carried out repatriation drives."
Finally, in his bibliographical essay Cardoso mistakenly gives Gary Nash (rather
than Gerald Nash) credit for writing The American West in the Twentieth Century.
Despite such lapses, the book is worthy and informative. Cardoso provides valuable insights into the historical yet ongoing complexities of the emigration/immigration phenomenon, which continues to perplex the two nations. As a result,
the book should be of value not only to those concerned with history, but also to
contemporary U.S. and Mexican policymakers.

University of California, Riverside

CARLOS E. CORTES

IMAGES OF THE MEXICAN AMERICAN IN FICTION AND FILM. By Arthur G. Pettit.
Edited and afterword by Dennis E. Showalter. College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 1980. Pp. xxv, 282. Bibliog., index. $19.50 cloth; $9.95
paper.
HENRY NASH SMITH'S Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth
(1950) was, of course, the first study to employ popular fiction as a barometer of
widely held American beliefs and values. Despite the enormous influence of
Smith's pioneer work, a lively argument has developed in the decades since its
publication concerning the validity of the researcher's methods and assumptions.
At the start of Images of the Mexican American in Fiction and Film, Arthur G.
Pettit briefly reviews the argument, and concludes that "popular culture may not
embody some pseudo-Jungian version of the collective unconsciousness. On the
other hand, it is likely to reflect a minimum acceptable denominator of its consumer's attitudes" (p. xxiii). From this premise Pettit proceeds to survey an astonishing array of popular fiction and motion pictures in an attempt to demonstrate
"how stereotypes are created and maintained" (p. xiii)-specifically the dominant society's stereotypes of Mexican Americans. To fulfill this objective the
author belies somewhat the comprehensive promise of his title: of necessity he
limits his discussion to novels and movies by Anglo writers and filmmakers.
The book presents a kaleidoscope of stereotypes of Mexican Americans that
is, for the most part, a sorry spectacle. As Pettit shows, the stereotypes sprang
from mid-nineteenth-century American literature-from the blatant racism of
the period and from "the fictional need for villains who offer maximum contrast
to the heroes" (p. 23). In popular fiction set in the West and Southwest, Mexican
Americans conveniently provided such a contrast. In writing of this kind, a
"color-coding" emerged so that color became "an ultimate determinant of character" (p. 57): lightskinned, upper-class Mexican Americans were sometimes assigned sympathetic roles, while those with darker skins were invariably buffoons
or, worse, villains. The stereotypes are invoked a bit more subtly in Anglo
popular culture of the twentieth century, but nonetheless perniciously.
Though Pettit does not say so explicitly, his study suggests that the recent
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popular cinema has done slightly better than popular literature in avoiding the
cruder stereotypes. The author highly (and convincingly)· praises John Steinbeck's screenplay for Viva Zapata! and Sam Peckinpah's The Wild Bunch for
their generally realistic and believable portrayal of Mexico and of individual
Mexican characters. About the only work of fiction to elicit a few kind words is
So Far from Heaven, a charming but lightweight novel by Richard Bradford.
Perhaps the most dismaying aspect of this study is Pettit's conclusion that the
stereotypes continue to appear, in updated guises, a century and a half after their
invention. Their persistence is attributed to "the absence of significant external
and internal challenges" to their existence within the dominant culture (p. 245).
Arthur Pettit, a professor of history at Colorado College before his sudden
death in 1976, invested more than a decade of research in preparing to write this
book. Following his death Dennis Showalter, a friend and colleague at Colorado
College, edited the manuscript for publication and supplied an afterword. The
results of the forced collaboration are, I think, about the best that could have
been expected. Still there are problems. A number of errors-minor, but annoying-ought to have been corrected in the editing process, (Showalter, in his
preface, refers to the western writer "James" Manlove Rhodes; Claud Garner's
novel Wetback is mistitled The Wetback; the movie Rio Lobo is said to be set in
Arizona, not Texas; and so forth.) More seriously the work's concluding pagesinevitably, perhaps, since Pettit did not live to write a real conclusion to his
study-are disappointing. Even so, Images of the Mexican American in Fiction
and Film is a worthwhile and illuminating volume. There is value in the description and analysis of a problem, even if little hope is held out that the problem
may be resolved in the foreseeable future.

Tarleton State University

WILLIAM T. PILKINGTON

WHEN BUFFALO FREE THE MOUNTAINS: THE SURVIVAL OF AMERICA'S UTE INDIANS. By Nancy Wood. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1980. Pp. xxii, 293. 11Ius. $14.95 cloth.
THIS BOOK IS ABOUT THE INHABITANTS of the two Indian reservations in Colorado,
the Southern Utes and the Ute Mountain Utes. The title comes from the words
spoken by a Ute grandmother to her grandson, "When the white buffalo free the
mountains, then we'll be free too. Like we used to be when we lived there" (p.
xviii). The subtitle is misleading since the Northern Utes are hardly mentioned.
The book does not detail the histories of those two tribes in Colorado but tries to
show how the Utes of Colorado are adrift in an alien dominant society, torn between two worlds, and without any agreed upon religion or common elements of
cultur'e to fall back upon.
To portray this confusion and despair, the author, an accomplished writer,
talked with several families and officials but apparently she did not realize that
factionalism and family feuds have always plagued the Utes along with fear,
superstition, and ignorance. Had she talked with other individuals and families
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she might have gotten an entirely different account of the motives and actions of
some elected tribal officials and members of the tribes. She paints a very dismal
picture of the presen t and future of the Utes, with whom she claims to be a friend,
but, as the. old saying goes, with friends like her the Utes need no enemies.
The book is suspect for other reasons. It is replete with quotes, but no source or
explanation for them or other material is given. There are no footnotes, index, or
bibliography. There is too much rumor, gossip, and innuendo. Old cliches about
actions and motives of B.LA. and governmental agencies are .perpetuated, despite the fact that especially the B.LA. 's policies and emphases have changed dramatically in the past few years. One would conclude from the book that all
elected officials of both tribes are weak and corrupt and that all Utes believe in
sorcery and witchcraft, and that all B.LA. personnel are interested only in the
perpetuation of their jobs. There are serious errors of commission and omission.
For example: Navajo Springs is not now Cortez (p. 17) but was a few miles south
of present-day Towaoc; Roosevelt was not president in 1931 (p. 115); Jefferson is
not the tribal chairman's "chief executive officer" (p. 202); Eddie Box has not
been a member of the tribal council since 1964 (p. 256); G.E.D. does not stand
for Graduate Equivalent Degree (p. xvii) but stands for General Educational Development. Mistakes like these make one wonder about other contents.
Omissions leave a false picture. For example, she does not mention that some
200,000 acres of land thrown open to non-Indian settlement in 1899 were not
taken and were returned to the tribe in the 1930s (p. 127); she does not mention
that John Taylor inherited his wife's allotment of 160 acres and sold it to nonIndians for the townsite of Ignacio (p. 158). In other words, this reviewer thinks
that the material was researched in a very poor manner.
One redeeming feature is the inclusion of about seventy excellent photographs,
which help to illustrate the story she wants to tell. She photographs faces extremelywell.
No one would disagree that many Colorado Utes are without roots, but this
book is simply too negative to paint a true picture, and one wonders why many of
the things are dwel t upon. There is simply too much dirty linen for this reviewer
to recommend the book to anyone wanting to learn about the Utes of Colorado.

Fort Lewis College

ROBERT DEU.NEY

AMERICAN INDIAN LEADERS: STUDIES IN DIVERSITY. Edited by R. David Edmunds.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980. Pp. xiv, 257. IIlus., notes, index.
$19.50 cloth; $5.95 paper.
LiKE THE FLUID CHARACTER of Indian sovereignty and social organization following the white invasion nearly five centuries ago, the impact of Indian leadership
is important to an understanding of Indian-white relations in the United States.
According to the editor and the various contributors to this collection of essays,
diversity is one important key to understanding.
Too often the media and uncritical frontier historians have focused their atten-
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tion on the so-called "patriot" chiefs, i.e., those tribal leaders who enjoyed power
in times of war with the invader or other native-groups. But this leadership was
at best temporal and certainly no more important than that of the "peace"
chiefs, whose personal prestige, advice, and sense of accommodation on a day-today basis had a significant impact on native welfare. The situation is further
complicated by the fact that, by comparison to Euro-American political leadership, both war and peace chiefs enjoyed only marginal control over their rank
and file. Irreconcilable factionalism over momentous issues generally led to the
permanent splintering of clans and villages, and the advent of socio-political
change largely beyond the control of any particular Indian leader. Indeed, the
metaphysics of divine-right rule and benevolent despotism or the more practical
domination of national resources for fending off the invader was mostly alien to
native culture. To white exploiters it was an anomoly; to Indians it was tradition
and reality.
Twelve biographical essays by established scholars attempt to document this
diversity of Indian leadership. They are: "Old Briton" by R. David Edmunds;
"Joseph Brant" by James O'Donnell; "Alexander McGillivray" by Michael D.
Green; "Red Bird" by Martin Zanger; "John Ross" by Gary E. Moulton; "Santana" by Donald Worcester; "Washakie" by Peter M. Wright; "Sitting Bull" by
Herbert T. Hoover; "Quanah Parker" by William T. Hagan; "Dennis Bushyhead" by H. Craig Miner; and "Carlos Montezuma" and "Peter MacDonald" by
Peter Iverson.
Collectively, the essays are for the most part well documented and indicative
of the authors' penchant for challenging stereotypes. Notable are Professor
Hagan's carefully researched and closely argued case against Quanah Parker's
alleged leadership as a powerful, influential war chief of the Comanches, and
Professor Miner's interesting (but at times abstruse) analysis of Dennis Bushyhead as a product of the Gilded Age. A recurring theme is "progressive" leadership as opposed to more "traditional" leadership of the precontact era.
Diplomacy, interest in self-aggrandizement, commitment to economic improvement, accommodation, manipulation, ambition, and guarded respect for
tradition-indeed, virtually all forms of behavior that historically have characterized leaders everywhere~may be found in the careers here discussed. Some
readers may find Professor Iverson's treatment of Peter MacDonald too generous, and Professor Wright's analysis of Washakie somewhat oversimplified. But
these are solid essays that well accomplish the editor's design for a critical appreciation of various kinds of Indian leadership.
Typographical mistakes, convoluted constructions in some of the narratives,
and errors in bibliographical citations suggest hasty copy-editing. This is a book
that instructors of courses in Indian-white relations might want to consider for
required reading.

Wichita State University

WILLIAM

E. UNRAU
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FACING WEST: THE METAPHYSICS OF INDIAN-HATING AND EMPIRE-BUILDING. By
Richard Drinnon. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1980. Pp. xx,
571. Illus., notes, bibliog., index.' $20.00 cloth.
WITH THE ZEAL AND PARTIALITY of a prosecuting attorney, Richard Drinnon has
ransacked the theories of Freud and Manoni, the monographs of Pearce, Berkhofer, Slotkin, Rogin, Salisbury, Jennings, Diamond, Debo, Wallace, and Williams and a raft of novels, Congressional hearings, and federal archives to prove
a point. The point is that racist imperialism came over on the Mayflower and
flourished in our Indian wars and in imaginative reconstructions of those racial
conflicts. Victories over the Indians reinforced an ideology and practice of treating nonwhites as subhuman-legacies from which twentieth-century Filipinos
and Vietnamese drew ample income. Drinnon attributes the Anglo-American's
murderous racism not merely to greed, but more especially to sexual repression
and denial of the body, which led on the one hand to the projection of wild and
murderous impulses onto dark, dancing tribesmen, and on the other, to a thoroughly sadistic impulse to order and rationalize-or maim and murder-every
dark and tribal person who moved anywhere on the planet.
The thesis leads its author in a number of interesting directions-to the discovery, for example, of a University of Michigan zoologist who "proved" that
Filipinos were divided among eighty-four tribes, and consequently were incapable of self-government. For that discovery, Professor Worcester spent years as
U.S. Commissioner, handing out soap and baseballs to the Filipinos.
With all its range, Professor Drinnon's case for the prosecution is notable for
its omissions. He says nothing about how we bombed several hundred thousand
Japanese into radioactive rubble in defense of several white empires in the Far
East. If they attacked first, so did Osceola. Is it the shadow of Tojo, or the
presence of Toyota, that makes it so difficult to present the obviously non-Caucasian Japanese as simple peasant victims of racist aggression?
Drinnon manages to use the work of Debo on Geronimo and Wallace on the
Seneca without noting the elaborate incest tabus and other indicators of "repression" in Apache and Seneca society; their torture rituals; or the fact that the warrior role was more severely mandated for Seneca and Apache males than for
Puritan. Ask a Huron (if you can find one) whether the Seneca who invaded and
destroyed Huronia and danced in pure Dionysian frenzy around their burning
captives were innocently defending their homeland. Some whites hated "savages" because they behaved, for their own good reason, quite savagely. To ignore
this denies both races their full, tragic humanity.
This reviewer admires the wealth of insight Professor Drinnon has brought to
his project and agrees with him that Anglo-Americans have much to learn from
Native Americans. But one cannot look' to Native American societies, past or
present, for models of life without repression, projection, sadism, ethnocentrism
(God is Red?), and violence. The Noble Savage is also a racist stereotype.

University ofRochester

MARY YOUNG
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THE JEWS OF THE WEST. Edited by Moses Rischin. Waltham, Mass.: The American Jewish Historical Society for the Western Jewish History Center of the
Judah L. Magnes Memorial Museum, Berkeley, Calif., 1979. Pp. 157. lIlus.
$5.95.
MOSES RISCHIN, a disciple of Oscar Handlin, and an accomplished historian, has
assembled six regional studies of Jews in the West.
Lending coherence to these otherwise disparate articles are two underlying
propositions: I) Central to an understanding of western history is its urban experience, and Jews have been the consummate urbanites; 2) Jewish urban history
can fruitfully be explored through quantitative analysis.
In this spirit, three studies deal with aspects of social mobility in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and Portland; also an investigation of Jewish nonpartisan Republicanism in San Francisco, an analysis of a Denver experiment in resettling immigrants, and an exploration in depth of the trauma in the movie industry induced
by the forays of the House Committee on Un-American Activities. The precious
nuggets uncovered by this statistical mining of urban ore are a varied lot.
Mitchell Gelfand examined Jewish affiliation lists, occupational and residential patterns, and property assessments in Los Angeles circa 1880, and compared
them with a local non-Jewish control group and with Jewish communities in New
York, Columbus, and Atlanta, where comparable data was available.
He found, not surprisingly, that Jewish occupational stratification, social and
economic mobility, and persistence were more closely correlated to patterns of
Jewish mobility in other cities than they were to the non-Jewish control group in
Los Angeles. He concluded that the causative factors were more attuned to a core
of indigenous Jewish middle class values than they were to the Los Angeles historical context.
A similar conclusion was drawn by Peter Drucker who examined the highly
visible occupational and financial success patterns of Jewish merchants in
nineteenth-century San Francisco in the face of ethnic and religious barriers of
prejudice and credit discrimination. He deduced that an informal supportive
credit network, high persistence rate, and Jewish "work ethic" accounted for
economic achievement in San Francisco as in other parts of the country.
A study of the same merchant class w'as made by David Dalin who documented its prominent role in Republican nonpartisan politics during the period
f r()II1 1911 to 1963. Unlike the situation in Los Angeles, this highly successful
and influential elite retained its Republican political allegiance and won elective
and appointive office in San Francisco to a degree unparalleled in any other
American city. Los Angeles, in contrast, after 1880 had no "ethnic Jewish seats"
until ~ecent years.
'
William Toll examined in depth residential and occupational patterns, synagogue affiliation, and persistence in Portland during the period 1910-1930 and
correlated the'results,with leadership in the local B'nai Brith Lodge. He concluded that leadership changes in B'nai Brith indicated that the Lodge provided
a vehidefor: self-expression and ethnic identification on the part of a new upwardly mobile professional elite rather than reflecting the changing social structure of the B'nai Brith Lodge.
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John Livingston also used B'nai Brith historical records to study a turn-of-thecentury project in resettling Russian immigrants in Denver, Colorado. The
alarming concentration of newly arrived immigrants in eastern ghettoes had
given rise to various schemes to encourage dispersal in the western part of the
country. The Denver experience illustrates the ambivalent attitude of the German Jewish community throughout the country tha t feared the influx of new immigrants and yet accepted its responsibilities to aid in their resettlement and acculturation. This study of one B'nai Brith Lodge is paradigmatic of the United
States, which continuously and ambivalently accepts and resists its immigrants.
The final study by Howard Subar breaks the thread of quantitative analysis,
This is gripping narrative history describing a period in which a largely conservative and Jewish movie executive class was tenuously allied with a largely
radical and Jewish movie workers group against anti-Semitism, a coalition torn
asunder when attacked by the House Committee on Un-American Activities. The
result was the infamous blacklist, acquiesced in and enforced by the movie industry. Dr. Subar makes no judgments and draws no conclusions. Inevitably one
is drawn to ask: Can it happen here again?
This slender paperback is well proportioned with information, analysis, and
perspective. It is a welcome addition to the growing library of western American
and Jewish history.

University ofJudaism, Los Angeles

MAx VORSPAN

THE AMERICAN WEST: EsSAYS IN HONOR OF W. EUGENE HOLLON. Edited by
Ronald Loria. Toledo, Ohio: University of Toledo, 1980. Pp. xx, 265. Notes,
index. $12.00.
ELEVEN FORMER STUDENTS of W. Eugene Hollon have written a series of essays on
various themes of western, frontier, or United States Indian history. The essays
range between the prelude to the War of 1812 to the environmental struggle of
the 1970s to protect the wilderness areas of Arizona's San Francisco Peaks. Topically, Indian history is more predominant in this volume than in the writings of
Hollon. More directly the influence of the mentor appears in the essays that
describe the founding of the Isle Royale and Big Bend national parks, the use of
guns in the West, the army as it functioned in tne Plains, mountains, deserts, the
importa'nce of Texas Americans in the revolt against Mexico, and education in
Oklahoma Territory. Joe B. Frantz's "Foreword" is a jewel that only an old and
perceptive friend could write.
Most of the essays are written from fresh and new research. Archival and Iittleused sources support all but three of the essays so that readers can be assured of
gaining additional details about the American West. One essayist, while describing "Yankton Sioux Experience in the 'Great Indian Depression,' " accepts Yankton perspectives or oral history without sufficient critical testing. A Yankton informant offered an opinion that the Indians suffered more before than after
1930. The author and his informant are undoubtedly right that during the first
three decades of the twentieth-century hereditary leadership and tribal unity
continued to decline.
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There is a possibility, however, that the years from 1900 to 1930 were not as
bleak financially for the Yankton as is maintained. When incomes for the years
from 1902 to 1934 are discussed, the author minimizes the moneys realized from
land sales. Federal Indian policy did cynically cause the allotted Indians to sell
their land, but as the Yankton alienated 387,000 acres (p. 67), income was derived. Officials implementing Indian policy forced or allowed the Yanktons to
convert irreplaceable capital into money that was used to build homes, equip
farms, acquire automobiles, pay for educational expenses, and buy food and
clothing, although sometimes resources simply were squandered. Historians
should assess Indian perceptions against available records.
Each essay is worth reading. A little more proofreading could have eliminated
a fair sprinkling of typographical errors. Although Hollon's former students
sometimes lack their mentor's memorable phrasing, all write with commendable
clarity. They give solid-evidence that W. Eugene Hollon imparted to them some
of his abundant historical art and craftsmanship.

Purdue University

DoNALD}.BERTHRONG

BEYOND GEOGRAPHY: THE WESTERN SPIRIT AGAINST THE WILDERNESS. By Frederick Turner. New York: Viking Press, 1980. Pp. xviii, 329. Notes, index. $16.95.
FROM THE OUTSET, the author makes it clear "that the true story of Western exploration, and thus of America, is a spiritual one." To that end, he has produced
"an essay in spiritual history," though "necessarily tentative" (p. 7). He has fashioned his sophisticated thesis on a myriad of sources, clothed it in a beautifully
written narrative, and relentlessly argued his view with zealot fervor.
The heart of Turner's study is that when Christianity was weaned away from
its ancestral mythological roots by the church fathers and became a structured
state religion, the Christian West had to find some means of recovering what ap~
peared irreparably lost. The opportunity presented itself in the discovery and in
the exploration of the New World, for there the native populace, unspoiled and
untainted, clung to revelations and safeguarded myths, the twin essences of the
spirit. Instead of Europeans being redeemed by the wilderness and its unblemished people, they turned on the pristine environment, defiling, devouring,
and destroying it.
The exposition is presented in three parts. The first, "Loomings," discourses on
the rise of myths, their need by man, the early beginnings of Christianity and its
transformation into a highly structured orthodoxy, "a crisis cult that evolved
into a state religion" (p. 55), which becomes "the very engine of history" (p. 65).
Part two, "Rites of Passage," details the search by Europeans to fill the resultant spiritual vacuum. With boundless energy, nourished by a deep sense of restlessness, the New World presented the opportunity for salvation, but it was ig-
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nored and was subjected instead to exploitation and conquest. Since the author
believes that history "reveals itself to the symbolic" (p. 118), he relies on the
familiar: Columbus, Cortes, the lost Roanoke colony, and the successful Massachusetts Puritan endeavor, all recast in a spiritual interpretation.
The final section, "Haunts," leapfrogs through four centuries, beginning with
Cabeza de Vaca and ending with Buffalo Bill Cody's death in 1917. The focus is
on white triumph over the wilderness, the dichotomous love/hate, envy/despise
relationship between whites and Indians, and the sense of lost spiritual regeneration, indeed, salvation.
The dust jacket hails the book as controversial. Prophetic! Those who are taken
with generalization and things spiritual will find much in the text that will
delight, edify, and reinforce; those who are hard-nosed historians will find little
to fault in respect to fact. As to interpretation, that is another matter. This reviewer's conclusion is bifurcated: the book makes for fascinating reading, but
history projected through a spiritual prism casts too many refractions, particulary when it is a personal "vision" of "the real story of the coming of European
civilization to the wildernesses of the world" (p. xi). Vision is illusive; history is
not.

University of Southern California

DcWCE B. NUNIS, JR.

RECLAIMING THE AMERICAN WEST: AN HISTORIOGRAPHY AND GUIDE. By Lawrence
B. Lee. Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio, 1979. Pp. xix, 131. Index. $14.95.
LAWRENCE LEE SPECIALIZED in western American irrigation, land, and water resources history. His book Kansas and the Homestead Act, 1862-1904 (1979) and
his several articles are widely respected. In the present slender volume Professor
Lee has distilled the research and reading of twenty-five years into a highly useful
scholarly tool. One section lists the books, articles, government documents, and
manuscripts in the field. Another gives the addresses of water resources associations and agencies. There is a glossary and a biographical profile of persons involved in land and water historical research.
But the heart of the 131-page book is a fifty-seven page historiographical essay.
Lee periodizes reclamation history, touching on the major laws, conferences,
projects, and personalities in irrigation. The footnotes to this essay are extraordinary, amounting to some twenty-five pages of comprehensive, critical annotation. No serious student of American environmental history can afford to ignore
these references.
Toward the end of his essay, Lee calls for "a definitive and all-embracing history of arid-land reclamation in America." He has with the present effort established himself as the one to write it.

University of California Santa Barbara

RODERICK NASH
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THE RAINMAKERS: "PLUVICULTURE" TO WORLD WAR II. By Clark C. Spence. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980. Pp. x, 181. lIIus., notes, index.
$15.95 cloth.
CHARMINGLY WRITIEN, well organized, and thoroughly researched, The Rainmakers is an excellent example of off-beat social history. The main characters of
this narrative turn out to have been mostly confidence men, although one or two
may have been self-deluded. Only Charles Hatfield remained long in the business, and he worked mostly in California. He and his supporters were among
those few who apparently believed in what they were doing. Most rainmakers remained in the business only a few years, and many less than that. The rule
seemed to be: get in quick, make a killing, and get out.
The story begins and ends with the successful effort to produce rain by seeding
clouds with dry ice in 1946. With that event the days of the fraud and faker were
ov~r, although their days actually ended during the 1930s. What made the rainmakers plausible were the real'achievements of science and technology during
the nirieteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many of the great discoveries of
tha t era were made by people who, on the surface, had no better credentials than
those presented by the rainmakers. Who, for example, could have believed that a
couple of bicycle repairmen would actually fly?
Spence also includes some real weather scientists, such as James P. Espy,
founder of the U.S. Weather Bureau. He began scientific meteorological research
as early as 1836. Thereafter, scientists from the Weather Bureau continually appear as debunkers of rainmakers, some kind of spoilsports who, we now see, were
always quite right.
The author from time to time returns to the two largest scientific problems
with rainmaking. First, rainmakers had to deal with the tremendous forces of
nature that make it nearly impossible for anyone to do enough. Second, no one
could be certain that the rain would not have come without help, or contrariwise. Even if weather maps and forecasts all call for rain, there is no one
anywhere who does not know that weather predictions do not always come true.
The story of pluviculture is told primarily by the specialties of the practitioners. Concussion as a cause for rain comes first since it had the most ancient
history. Even before the invention of gunpowder some speculated that the noise
of battles brought on rain. This idea was only strengthened by the Civil War. But
the experiments of the concussionists never seemed to turn out right even when
balloons were used to carry the noise into the atmosphere. Charles W. Post of
Postum and Post Toasties was about the last of the important concussionists, and
Spence rather hints that even Post may have been a bit of a faker.
Then came the chemical manipulators who spewed pollution into the air to
produce rain. They never explained how it worked, but they had a fair measure
of success. So~etimes a bit too much. Several rainmakers were sued for damages
but only one minor case went to trial, costing the rainmaker $50. There is no
good evidence that he paid.
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Electricity was also used in various ways, sometimes successfully and sometimes not. Possibly Benjamin Franklin and his kite had something to do with the
plausibility of electricity causing rain. That was not what Franklin was working
on, but no matter.
In conclusion the author notes that none of the rainmakers practiced in the
desert, although some promised to do so some other time. They all worked where
they had some chance of success. lirigation systems, knowledge of dry farming
techniques, and, in 1946, cloud seeding, brought pluviculture to an end. Advances in the science of meteorology also contributed to the extinction of the
rainmaker. All in all, this is an amusing and informative story, well told.

Smithsonian Institution

JOHN T.

SCHLEBECK~R

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURE: A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS. By Willard W. Cochrane. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1979. Pp. xii,
464. Illus., notes, index. $25.00 cloth.
THE FuTURE OF AGRICULTURE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. Edited by E. Richard
Hart. Salt Lake City, Utah: Westwater Press, 1980. Pp. ISO. Illus., notes. $8.00
paper.
WILLARD COCHRANE IS UNUSUALLY QUALIFIED to write a history of American agriculture. He has not only taught agricultural economics at the University of Minnesota for many years but has worked for the U.N.'s Food and Agriculture Organization and served as director of agricultural economics for the USDA. His
understanding of all facets of U.S. agriculture is outstanding. This grasp is reflected by varied works that include Economics of American Agriculture (3rd
ed., 1974) and The World Food Problem: A Guardedly Optimistic View (1969).
The American farmer moved relentlessly westward from 177 5 to 1820. The
next pioneer stage, 1820 to 1860, was, according to Cochrane, a period when the
transformation from subsistence to commercial farming took place. After 1860
to 1896, the trans-Missouri West was conquered in rapid fashion. About the only
government interference with agriculture up to the turn of the century was in the
realm of land policy. Prior to the Civil War it tended to hamper settlement, but
following the conflict the Homestead Act and other acts were conducive to occupying the land.
With more land in production, total output of farms increased enormously.
Farmers had always been plagued with the high price of credit, but now collective overproduction drove down commodity prices. The author points out that
the federal intervention sought by the Populists would not take place until the administrations of Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt. The New Deal, in
particular, brought government interference of an unprecedented nature.
A valuable aspect of Cochrane's work is the mann~r in which he reveals the interrelationships involved historically in the development of American agricul-
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ture concerning the following factors: science and technology, building the physical infrastructure (transportation), creating a social infrastructure (land grant
colleges and rural institutions), federal intervention or management, and international input. Mechanization and technology has increased U.S. farm production
enormously. When imbalance between output and markets occurs the demand
for government intervention increases. Since the days of the New Deal this production control mechanism has become sophisticated and expensive to taxpayers
and consumers. The author notes that politicization of this involvement often
creates additional problems. Intensive farming defeats acreage allotments and
controls tend to promote "cannibalism." The latter is the trend toward bigness
whereby large operators overcome the limitations of production controls by buying more land. This process contributes to inflation by driving up land prices and
threatens the existence of the traditional family farm.
The Future of Agriculture in the Rocky Mountains is a small paperback containing a series of short essays dealing with regional problems. Among the areas
discussed are the energy crisis, public land policy, and survival of the family
farm. This collection of articles constitutes an excellent supplement to the allinclusive Development ofAmerican Agriculture. Cochrane's work is definitive in
nature. It is a must for agricultural historians, farm economists, and rural
sociologists.

Illinois State University

EDWARD L. SCHAPSMEIER

PROGRESSIVE OKLAHOMA: THE MAKING OF A NEW KIND OF STATE. By Danney Goble. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. Pp. xi, 276. Illus., notes,
bibliog., index. $14.95.
THE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT that roughly encompassed the first two decades of
the twentieth century touched practically every region of the United States.
Octopus-like, it brought reforms in the social and economic arena, and it produced political changes at the national, state, and local leve1s. Oklahoma, a
product of union between Indian and Oklahoma territories in 1907, did not remain immune from the changes then sweeping the country. Danney Goble's
study traces systematically the origins of the reform impulse that ultimately
brought the passage of a "model progressive constitution" to the "Sooner State."
Much of Progressive Oklahoma treats settlement and the nature of politics in
Indian and Oklahoma territories, especially after 1890. It is Goble's discussion of
corruption, the abuse of privilege, and the shortcomings of "Boomer" capitalism
that has the greatest relevance to subsequent developments in the new province.
Little pressure for change, he writes, surfaced within the Republican party,
which controlled politics in the territories prior to statehood. Only the Socialists
offered any meaningful reform program at the end of the nineteenth century and
the beginning of the twentieth, but they never achieved great success in winning
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political office. The party did advance platforms, however, which included
many of the major progressive features of the Oklahoma Constitution: the initiative and referendum, tax reform, an eight-hour day for public works projects,
free textbooks and compulsory education, and some form of state enterprise.
The swelling tide of public discontent with prevailing economic and social
evils coincided with forceful demands for Oklahoma statehood. When Congress
decided to organize Oklahoma and Indian territories into a single state, Democrats adopted a reformist posture, picturing Republicans as champions of big
business and the trusts, and as opponents of statehood. Having defeated their
adversaries at the polls, Democrats took control of the constitutional convention
at Guthrie and then wrote a wordy document that borrowed from progressive
statutes of other states, from the platforms of farmer and labor groups, and from
the Sequoyah Constitution, a progressive document that had been drawn in anticipation of separate statehood for Indian Territory.
Progressive Oklahoma is a solid study with few serious deficiencies. Its basic
strength rests with the author's ability to synthesize his materials and provide a
well-reasoned thesis on progressivism in a single state. The book's readability
should make it attractive to both the general reader and the specialist. If there is
a weakness in his study it is Goble's preoccupation with details of the territorial
period, which have little relevance to his major theme. Some readers, too, will
desire a clearer profile of the Oklahoma progressive. They will be pleased, however, that Goble has carefully examined the bigotry within the movement that
gave rise in Oklahoma to a legal system of segregated education and that laid the
foundation for other Jim Crow measures after statehood. Progressive Oklahoma
is a major contribution to the historiography of political progressivism with implications that transcend the state of Oklahoma.

Eastern Illinois University

JIMMIE LEWIS FRANKLIN

A CoMPLETE MANUAL OF FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF
FIELD WORK FOR ARCHAEOLOGISTS. By Martha Joukowsky. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980. Pp. x, 630. IIlus., appendixes, bibliog., index.
$29.95 cloth.
As THE TITLE INTIMATES, this volume is intended to be a complete manual of field
archaeology, and it comes closer to accomplishing this goal than have most other
similar publications. It is divided into twenty-one, well-illustrated chapters,
which cover most aspects of field archaeology as well as touch on techniques of
laboratory analysis, dating, drafting, photography, and site publication. Fieldc
work opportunities in the U.S. and financial aid for archaeological research are
discussed, but where to get information on opportunities for foreign work is not
mentioned.
A set of excellent appendixes covers comparative tables of weights, measures,
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and temperatures; a table of random number permutations; surveying tables,
and federal legislation as it pertains to archaeology in the United States. Bipod
camera photogrametry systems and mapping with an electronic calculator are
briefly discussed by Julian Whittlesey. There is a good bibliography that is divided into topical sections directing readers to a wide variety of aspects of archaeology.
The discussion of fundamental surveying and mapping techniques is extremely
valuable. U.S. students of archaeology are rarely trained to use a transit, to read
verniers, or even to set up a transit, let alone to make a useful map. Usually, the
first few days of field work are directed towards training students to use these
kinds of instruments. I do not agree with Ms. Joukowsky's assertion that these
techniques are best learned during field work, although it is only withHeld use
that mastery is acquired. Students should have basic knowledge of surveying
before they get to the field. Most civil engineering survey classes 'consist of field
and classroom studies of surveying techniques, and I think departments of anthropology that do not require archaeology students to take fundamentals of
surveying are remiss. Although I do not believe tha t by reading this section of the
manual students will become surveyors, they will at best find out what they need
to know.
Two biases reduce the relevance of the book for U.S. archaeologists; one is the
emphasis of well-funded excavations of large complex sites requiring a large
number of field personnel and a complex organizational structure, a situation
most students of North American archaeology never encounter. A complex maze
of organizational principles and structures is thus presented, from which one
must extrapolate procedures appropriate for the small under-funded projects
more common in this country. The other is the rigidity of the guidelines for field
and laboratory procedures and the attempts to standardize all aspects of the
research. In reality, every site has its unique set of circumstances and must be approached with multiple techniques of excavations and analysis to compensate for
these idiosyncratic features. While standardization is desirable so that data sets
are comparable, this ideal is seldom compatible with practical situations.
In sum, this is a good manual for field schools and classes. It provides a broad
introduction to archaeological field and laboratory techniques and acquaints the
reader with problems that will be faced during the course of archaeological
study. Ms. Joukowsky can be commended for presenting a great deal of useful information in a very readablefashion.
.

National Museum ofNatural History
Smithsonian Institution

DENNIS STANFORD

CAMERA, SPADE AND PEN: AN INSIDE VIEW OF SoUTHWESTERN ARCHAEOLOGY.
Edited by Mamie Gaede. Photographs by Marc Gaede. Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1980. Pp. 160. III us. , index. $25.00 cloth.
IN RECENT YEARS, BOOKS ABOUT southwestern archaeology have become more
"scientific," statistical, and often tedious to read. Some of this is necessary, but it
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does not invite the nonarchaeologist who wants to learn more about this appealing region to pursue his or her interests.
The Gaedes' book, far from monotonous description, presents a wonderful
view of the spirit of prehistoric research in the American Southwest. Thirteen archaeologists, all familiar with the areas of which they write, have contributed
humanistic recollections about early field work in the region. They discuss
almost all of the well-known ruins through historical sketches and anecdotes
revealing the experiences of their predecessors as well as their own. There are
chapters about Mesa Verde, Pecos, Kiet Siel, Betatakin, the Zuni pueblo of
Hawikuh, Awatovi, Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon, Ventana Cave, the discoveries of ancient mammoth kill sites in southern Arizona, and the enigmatic
lithic remains along the Little Colorado River.
A few examples should whet one's literary appetite. The section on Pecos by
Alden Hayes begins with a description of the 1880 visit to tha t ruined pueblo and
Spanish mission by the renowned historian and anthropologist of the day,
Adolph Bandelier. The work of Edgar Lee Hewett and the classic studies of
Alfred Kidder at Pecos early in this century are portrayed along with a record of
the first Pecos Conference of Southwestern archaeologists in 1927 and a surprise
aerial visit to the site by Charles Lindbergh.
The history of archaeological exploration at Mesa Verde, beginning in 1874, is
told in a fascinating way by Robert Lister, himself no stranger to digging on the
Mesa. J. O. Brew, a former director of Harvard's Peabody Museum, tells of his
work at the historic Hopi ruin on Awatovi in the 1930s. The discovery of the important and long occupied site of Ventana Cave on the Papago Indian Reservation in southern Arizona is revealed by Emil Haury, the man who dug the site in
1941. And so it goes: one engaging article after another to make for light, enjoyable reading.
Most books of this genre are accompanied by illustrations to support the text.
In this case, the photographs were purposefully made before the writing was
commissioned. Forty-five excellent black-and-white pictures by a skilled practitioner, Mark Gaede, are a highlight of the book. The text is in some ways ancillary to the illustrations, yet these fine photographs are well integrated with and
representative of the writing.
A map locating the areas described is a good addition, although the detailed
enlargement of Mesa Verde National Park, set down in southeastern New Mexico, may cause a moment of .confusion; this inset should have been "boxed off"
from the remainder of the graphic.
This is but a minor criticism, however, and the Uni-.::ersity of Arizona Press is
to be congratulated for the fine overall design of the b<;>ok.

Grand Canyon National Park,
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

ROBERT

C. EULER
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ThE SLAUGHTER RANCHES AND ThEIR MAKERS. By Mary Whatley Clarke. Austin,
Tex.: Jenkins Publishing Company, 1979. Pp. 254. Illus., notes, bibliog., index.
$12.95 cloth.
ThE SLAUGHTER RANCHES AND ThEIR MAKERS is for the most part a narrative,
family history of the George Webb Slaughter family, concentrating on the immediate generations of Slaughter and his sons and daughters.
Ms. Clarke is in the unfortunate position of having to rely on secondary
sources, and her narrative suffers in both consistency and quality as a result. Her
consultation of secondary and published sources is certainly adequate, but once
again emphasizes the limitations of writing history from those sources alone.
Anyone pursuing a study of the Slaughter family will find this work of value
and of interest. Anecdotes, legends, reminiscences, and perhaps even a little
folklore add to the reader's delight of this work. These may not be the things of
which history is made, but they do lend a flavor, a color, a quality to history that
lifts it above the sterile monograph.
Three additions to the work would have enhanced the quality. A genealogical
chart of the Slaughter family would have been most welcome. A map showing
the locations of the various Slaughter holdings in relation to each other, and to
other holdings as well, would have provided a visual concept that description
alone cannot. An evaluation, analysis, or other interpretation of the information
would have left the reader with a greater sense of the contributions of the Slaughters.
At first glance this work might be judged as another piece of fluff and puff, but
in reality it is a sincere effort to tell a more serious story of the cattle industry in
one part of Texas. This work, however, will be of primary interest to those readers within the genealogical and geographical confines of the book.

Northwest Missouri State University

HARMON MOTHERSHEAD

MORE TALES FROM SLIM ELLISON. By Glenn R. "Slim" Ellison. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1981. Pp. 195. Illus., index. $17.50 cloth; $ 7.50 paper.
ThE RANCHERS: A BOOK OF GENERATIONS. By Stan Steiner. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1980. Pp. 241. Illus. $13.95 cloth.
SLIM ELLISON, an old-time "non-gun-toting" cowboy, relates his experiences in
Arizona during the first two decades of the twentieth century. As he tells his
tales, including his adventures with his Irish range-riding partner, "Chaw"
Hogan, an authentic vision of the life of a cowboy emerges. With a few excellent
photographs and the use of cowboy dialogue, Ellison describes the sounds and
the smells of the Arizona range, commenting upon the customs and appearance
of Apache women gathering acorns, and explaining the cowboy's exaggerated
sense of manners. He describes the sounds of wolves howling at night, his craving
for deer liver fried in a greasy pan over an open fire, his sympathies for prosti-
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tutes and their plight, and his genuine respect for the land and its creatures.
Ellison's sensitivity for the range is reflected in his quote from a friend who offered, "when spring comes, I git to smellin the fresh air and cattle dust and
sweatin ponies and bawlin cattle and think about ridin free, campfires and the
whine of a loop" (p. 84).
Ellison has provided a charming but realistic appraisal of the life of a true
"range-riding" cowboy. His descriptions and feelings surely reflect his era, but
also that of an earlier time. This book contains no hypotheses; the author employed no sophisticated methodology, nor offered profound ideas. Yet, the work
represents in some respects the actual life of a cowboy, a life without much glamour and one without rhinestone cowboy suits and pearl-handled six shooters.
In the same vein, but more sophisticated, is Stan Steiner's book on the lives of
western ranchers. Steiner criss-crossed the west from eastern Oregon to the Texas
panhandle talking to ranchers and their families. Many of these people live on
land their ancestors bought or claimed before the turn of the century. Some even
live in the original family homes sans modern conveniences, and they stubbornly
adhere to the older ways of life. Even those ranchers who have become quite
modern in some of their ranching operations have continued many of their old
ways. Steiner says in doing so, they are not ornery but actually are "iconoclastic,
idiosyncratic, individualistic, and hopelessly old-fashioned" (p. 5). He describes
a family in eastern Oregon that has transported the original family residence several miles and reconstructed it near where they had built a new and more modern ranch house-a shrine to their heritage that they could see daily. Steiner
visited Rita and Janaloo Hill of Shakespeare, New Mexico, mother and daughter,
who ranch near and own this ghost town near Lordsburg. He talks of their determination to continue the family ranching enterprise, and of their successes and
disappointments. He also speaks with Ruth and Tug Petit, who wagon-trained
from Texas to New Mexico about 1932. They had driven eighty head of cattle
and covered 450 miles in their journey. All of these ranchers and many more expressed their beliefs and related family history as Steiner recorded their stories.
Steiner says that in all his travels he encountered no such thing as a typical
rancher, for they were just too independent minded. Their lives represented "an
appreciation of a way of life, a homage, a requiem and a celebration, an invocation of the spirit" (p. 24).
This work, as that of Slim Ellison, helps correct the image of cowboys and
ranchers created by such works as Owen Wister's The Virginian, and by the hundreds of John Wayne and Gary Cooper western movies portraying the ranchers
and cowboys as "laconic, tight-lipped, and taciturn" (p. 26). Moreover, Steiner
insightfully postulates that ranchers have in common, "a sense of place, a place
on earth. It was not so much that they owned a place on earth, though that had
something to do with it, but that the place they owned was where their ancestors
were buried, where they grew and would die, and where their children were
born" (p. 224).
These two books have many subtle similarities. Both are contributions to west-
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ern history especially through the medium of oral tradition and history. Anyone
interested in western history will enjoy these new offerings.

Oklahoma State University

JOE A. STOUT, JR.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOM TOWN: A HISTORY OF DURANGO. By Duane A. Smith.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1980. Pp. x, 215. Illus., maps,
bibliog., index. $25.00.
IN MANY WAYS TIlE HISTORY of Durango, Colorado, is a microcosm of America,
and especially of the process of urbanization in the West. It is unfortunate for the
general reader that Duane Smith does not pay more attention to setting it against
that broader contextual background. In places the relationship is apparent without being stated, but more specific treatment of this interpretive framework
would have made the book much more significant for those who are not from
Durango. Nevertheless, Rocky Mountain Boom Town is a good narrative that
should appeal to anyone who, for whatever reason, is interested in Durango. It is
written in an informal, "chatty" style, with no footnotes, and contains an abundance of local color stories that provide slightly humorous, sometimes pithy,
sidelights on human nature. Smith's book was published during the centennial
anniversary of Durango, and his main purpose, appropriately, seems to be simply to tell the story of Durango in narrative fashion, highlighting the most colorful elements.
The first two chapters are really the most interesting, possibly because they
deal with the most unique events in Durango's history: its origins and early
growth. Founded in 1880, the town was the offspring of a disagreement between
Animas City and the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. When D&RG placed conditions on its offer to bring a rail connection to Animas that would make it a
thriving regional trade center, the city refused. Hence the search for an alternate
site, and the founding of Durango. The new community became a boom town
overnight. Spurred on by the "Durango Trust," a group of boosters made up
largely of D&RG investors, Durango, by the end of 1881; had everything any
other American boom town could boast-newspapers, law and order, taxes,
booming businesses, "poverty flat," and a red light district-and it had become
the county seat.
Though Smith missed the opportunity to use Durango as a significant case
study of western urbanization, the material for such an interpretation is there
and often well presented. A fine section, for example, deals with the Panic of
1893; when "the town's underpinnings were found to be weak," the community
suffered economically along with the rest of the nation, and residents of
Durango, for a time, became Populists. The impact of World War I, with the intolerance that followed it, is also clear as Smith discusses the activities of the Ku
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Klux Klan. The Prohibition craze also influenced Durango as the town became a
center of bootlegging but, eventually, voted for repeal. The effects of the New
Deal and of World War II are all adequately portrayed, and one sees through the
experiences of Durango the impact of national policy at the local level.
Chapters 12 and 13 seem especially significant, for they deal much more concisely than others with an important central theme-change. Economically, for
instance, milling and mining had long undergirded Durango, but after World
War II these industries were gone for good, replaced by oil and natural gas. In
addition, a variety of new activities brought in outside capital, outside 'economic
control, rising property values, and the beginning of a booming tourist industry.
Durango also became the home for Fort Lewis College and, for a time at least, a
center for movie making. The town grew and changed rapidly in those postwar
years, but it also experienced all the problems characteristic of growth: overcrowding, rising crime rates, burgeoning city government, and a certain tension
between nostalgia for the past and desire for modernization.
While not an apologist for Durango, Smith is clearly a booster. In the introduction and the epilogue, his personal attachment to the town is clear, and at various
points he finds opportunity to praise its leaders. In some instances he may strain
the point a little. On page thirty-four, for example, he declares that the leaders
and boosters of Durango in the 1880s were not provincial and materialistic but,
rather, "held larger visions." His example is the fact that they.joined the Western
Slope Congress, but the resolutions passed when that Congress met in Durango in
1882 hardly support a very altruistic interpretation. The coalition wanted
removal of the Ute Indians, elimination of antirailroad legislation, and..no national parks or timber reserves in any part of Colorado. Coming from a group of
railroad investors who were trying to expand their intere~t in la~d and, o'ther
businesses, this can hardly be seen as anything but materialistic and self-~erving.
At the end of the book (chapter IS), however, Smith evaluates the ctirrent (19'79)
status and future prospects of the town, and even preaches to it slightly. He notes
the bitter, uncompromising political divisiveness that characterized the 1970s,
and wonders about the viability of the democratic system as "single-issue champions galloped forth to tilt with the establishment, clothed in their own righteousness of narrow-mindedness" (p. 196). "A self-centered individualism, not
the self-reliant individualism of western lore, had snared too many people," he
complains as he discusses recent attitudes toward land development (p. 199).
Next, cautioning residents of Durango about the future, he observes that the "old
Durango" is gone and can never be recaptured, then comments on the need to
plan responsibly for tomorrow.
For local and state history buffs, Rocky Mountain Boom Town is well worth
reading. For other scholars, it has limited intrinsic value unless they use it as a
fine case study of the history of urbanization in the West.
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ONE BLANKET AND TEN DAYS RATIONS. By Charles and Jacqueline Meketa. Globe,
Ariz.: Southwest Parks and Monuments Association, 1980. Pp. vii, 99. Illus.,
notes, index. $4.50 paper.
ONE BLANKET AND TEN DAYS RATIONS, an attractive booklet published by Southwest Parks and Monuments Association, will find many purchasers among history buffs who frequent national monuments, parks, and old military forts. In
fifty-six pages of text, the authors present in chronological fashion the histories of
two companies of frontier soldiers, recruited in New Mexico during the Civil
War but spending most of their enlistments on duty in Arizona. The units are
Company A and Company I, First Infantry, New Mexico Volunteers, the former
assigned to garrison duty at Camp Bowie and the latter detailed as part of General Carleton's Apache expedition and also instrumental in building Camp
Goodwin.
The vast majority of the volunteers were Hispanos-farmers and laborers in
civilian life with little understanding of the English language or American
military customs. Yet, the authors note, they made good soldiers, accustomed as
they were to frontier life and Indian fighting. Primarily it is because these men
have gained little recognition that the authors have chosen to recount their
stories. In each of the two company histories, the authors describe hardships associated with frontier military service, scouts after Indians, and noncombative
duties of enlisted men.
The specialist will find little that is new in this publication and will be critical
of the occasional but unfortunate use of "bucks" and "squaws" to designate native inhabitants of the Southwest. Yet the authors have made effective use of
primary sources, including post returns (but not post records), service and pension records, the Arrott Collection, and Official Records of the War of the
Rebellion. A useful index, informative maps, and a variety of illustrations add to
the publication's attractiveness. To the uninitiated, the authors provide an interesting glimpse into the lives of enlisted men who served in the frontier army.
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